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Summary

Summary
Disturbances influence the structure and development of forests. Old-growth forests are
particularly suitable to study the influences of disturbances as they record these influences
for a long time span. This Master thesis is based on a dendroecological analysis of an oldgrowth forest. The aim of this study was to verify that the investigated plot is old-growth, and
that this forest is driven by gap dynamics. Climate influence on tree growth, and on the
structure of the forest is analysed. Disturbance history should help to confirm the gap
dynamics further. As several methods aiming to detect disturbances exist, this thesis aims to
compare three of them to evaluate the pros and cons of each method compared to the other
methods.
The study was conducted in an old-growth temperate rainforest in the UNESCO (United
Nations Education, and Scientific Cultural Organisation) Biosphere reserve Camili lying in the
Colchic region at the east coast of the Black Sea. Trees were cored on a plot in old-growth
forest and additional variables like diameter at breast height (DBH), tree height, canopy class
and spatial information were collected. Cores were prepared according to standard
procedures and then crossdated, before ring widths were measured. Growth response on
climate was analysed. The disturbance analysis was done with three different methods. This
included radial growth averaging (RGA), the boundary line method (BLm), and the time
series approach (TSa). Disturbance histories were calculated for each method, showing
percentage of trees releasing per decade.
Tree growth is strongly influenced by the climate in spring, whereas growth is positively
correlated with temperature and negatively correlated with precipitation. DBH and minimum
age distributions compared well to findings of other studies and confirmed that the
investigated forest is old-growth. The spatial distribution of the trees displayed that trees of
small DBH tended to form more clusters than trees with larger DBH. The three methods for
disturbance detection detected different mean releasing rates per decade: Starting with the
highest rate by RGA with 16.12%, followed by the BLm with 6.36% and the Tsa with 3.06%.
RGA showed quite high release rates. It detected in some decades release rates that
exceeded 33%. This result appears not very reliable compared to the other two methods.
The comparison of the three methods identified strong methodological differences. However,
all methods displayed peaks of releasing trees in the same or neighbouring decades. The
highest values were found in the 1820s, 1890s, 1920s, and 1970s. These decades were
evident in the standardised ring width chronology as increased growth. Furthermore, the
spatial analysis of releases in these four decades identified two decades where gaps must
have formed. These led to patches of trees releasing around the fallen tree. This together
with the analysis of today’s forest structure shows that gap dynamics are an important driver
of succession in this forest.

v

Summary
In conclusion, this old-growth forest resembles other old-growth forests in DBH and agestructure and is most likely driven by gap dynamics. However, additional research in these
old-growth forests would allow verifying the findings of this study further. Only one plot was
investigated, which might not represent the forest accurately. By changing the plot design,
more information on disturbances could be collected and therefore disturbance history made
more reliable. Studies on, for example, seedling recruitment, and/or the extension of formed
canopy gaps would broaden the knowledge of the ecology in this forest.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
Disturbances shape the structure, dynamics, and development of forests (D’Amato et al.,
2008; D’Amato and Orwig, 2008). Knowing the disturbance regime of a forest is essential for
understanding its ecology. Old-growth forests are persistent ecosystems, untouched by
humans, and offer a great opportunity to study disturbances. They allow analysing short-term
and/or long-term changes like the long lasting climate changes in the past, and the (recent)
past and present disturbance regime of forests. Old-growth forests can be found all over the
world occurring in different kinds of climates. In some regions, they are more abundant than
in others, as the influences of humans differ considerably. Old-growth forests are rare in
Europe, whereas many forest patches remain in Northern America. Disturbances by humans
altered landscapes. Forests in Europe were logged intensely until the beginning of the 20th
century, and therefore, landscapes were changed considerably. This shows clearly in the
landscape ecology research, where human-nature interactions are considered far more often
in Europe than in Northern America (Delcourt and Delcourt, 1988; Turner et al., 2001).
The Colchic region (Eurasia) has some of the last remaining patches of old-growth forests.
The climate in the region favours temperate rainforests. The mountains that are situated
around the eastern coastline of the Black Sea retain the moist air from going inland.
Therefore, precipitation is high in these forests, especially in higher elevated regions. The
climate is warm during summer. Winter temperatures are below zero, which leads to a
shortened vegetation period (Becker et al.2013; DellaSala, 2011; Harris et al., 2014). During
the glacial period, this region was a relict for thermophile species (DellaSala, 2011). This
makes the region valuable for ecological research because these ecosystems are very old
and still undisturbed by humans. Studying these forest ecosystems is important to gain a
deeper understanding of the ecology of the different forest types. The UNESCO Biosphere
reserve Camili is situated in the Colchic region in northern Turkey. The Camili reserve
contains some of these undisturbed old-growth forests. Different research was conducted in
this area: Eminagaoglu et al. (2007) and Terzioglu et al. (2010) studied floral diversity. They
found 990 taxa with many endangered and endemic species. Sivrikaya et al. (2007a) looked
at the change in land use cover in a forest management unit in Camili from 1975 to 2005.
They found that the landscape fragmented over the investigated time span. Carbon stocks of
these forests were analysed by Sivrikaya et al. (2007b). They found that forests in Camili
reserve stored ~68.5 t C ha-1 in 2005. In comparison to other studies, these are rather low
carbon stocks per ha. Hoover et al. (2012) studied old-growth forests in northern New
England (USA) and estimated mean carbon stocks for hardwood stands of 216 t C ha-1
(including belowground carbon). Dai et al. (2013) studied forests in northeast China and
estimated carbon stocks in mixed broad-leafed forest of 201 t C ha-1 (including belowground
carbon). Luyssaert et al. (2008) reported in a paper review about carbon stocks in old-growth
forest of the Northern Hemisphere, that such forests store about 500 to 700 t C ha-1. The
forests in Camili reserve store about a seventh to a third of carbon per hectare (ha) that is
stored in other old-growth forests. No research was done yet on the ecology of the temperate
1
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rainforests of Camili, neither on their stand structures today nor on past succession
(disturbance history) occurring in these stands of old-growth forests.
Disturbances can be categorised in exogenous and endogenous disturbances (Attiwill,
1994), which are characterised by their frequency, predictability, and magnitude (White,
1979). Examples for exogenous disturbances are wind throw, fire or mud slides, while
endogenous disturbances are the fall of an individual tree due to ageing, or an insect
outbreak (Attiwill, 1994; White, 1979; Wohlgemuth et al., 2002). These different examples
show that forest dynamics are highly influenced by disturbances, ranging from stand-wide
disturbances to small-scale gap dynamics. Basically, disturbances alter the availability of
light. Disturbances can drive the pace of succession: A highly disturbed forest might never
exceed the regeneration phase, since the frequency of the disturbance is too high to allow
the forest growing into the optimal phase.
Succession is our understanding how a forest evolves over time. Dendroecology, as a sub
discipline of dendrochonology, allows investigating the past of forest succession. It looks at
variations in growth to detect environmental influences. There exist various tree growth
influencing factors (Fritts and Swetnam, 1989). Light conditions and climate influences are
certainly most important. By changing the availability of light, many trees can react relatively
fast. This reaction results in a consistent increased growth. The reaction to climate can lead
to increased growth in a single year (e.g. when climate is very favourable during one year).
Hence, ring widths store information about the environment. Detection of disturbances in ring
width series allows analysing long time spans (depending on the age of the investigated
forest). This is particularly important as disturbance evidence in the past is mostly missing
from other sources. Studies aiming at the detection of disturbances look at the variations in
ring width data that can be attributed to disturbances, whereas different kind of disturbances
can be investigated. These disturbances range from insect outbreaks to gap dynamics,
meaning exogenous and endogenous disturbances can be detected, respectively (Nowacki
and Abrams, 1997). Several different methods aiming at detecting disturbances are currently
applied to investigate the ecology of forests, whereas Rubino and McCarthy (2004) defined
five main types of methods aiming at the detection of disturbances:
•
•
•
•
•

Static release methods
Detrending or standardization methods
Mean growth rate
Radial-averaging or running means methods
Event response techniques

Static release methods use a single value to detect releases in ring widths. This value is
larger or smaller than a certain threshold and therefore each year individually defined as
releasing or not. For example, Wu et al. (1999) defined each year with a growth rate of more
than 0.5 mm per year a releasing year. The threshold values can be obtained from
observations and are unique for a certain study/tree species. Therefore, these methods are
very strict in applicability and comparisons with other studies are limited. Detrending or
standardization methods first standardize or detrend ring width series. Patterns in a series
that can be attributed to, for example, tree growth/size trend or climate are removed from the
series by detrending. Depending on the goal of a study, a different pattern is removed. Many
studies detrended by applying a horizontal line through the mean ring width series. The
series is then divided by the fitted line, and lasting increased growth rates are detected.
These rates can be attributed to disturbances. Mean growth rates can be used to detect
sequences of growth that are larger than the mean annual growth rate. Radial-averaging or
running mean methods like radial growth averaging (RGA) by Nowacki and Abrams (1997)
2
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look at the growth change in a certain year. Each year is categorised as release year
dependent on the amount of growth change. These methods are most common in
application. However, they are based on the assumption that the data used to define growth
change is normally distributed. Therefore, if data are not normally distributed the comparison
of different data sets can lead to false conclusions. Event response techniques work similarly
to running mean methods, whereas growth rates are compared to a given series of growth
(Rubino and McCarthy, 2004).
Rubino and McCarthy (2004) applied these different methods on a given ring width series of
mid-shade tolerant trees with very different results. Static release methods showed nearly
continuous releases throughout the whole series, suggesting that trees recruited in open
canopy positions and never got overtopped by other trees. The problem of these methods
seems to lie in the ecology of mid-shade to shade tolerant trees. Growth rates change during
the lifetime of such trees, because they are able to survive low light conditions. Static release
methods seem to be a fast approach to detect release events, but they are not broadly
applicable, as they do not account for changing environmental conditions influencing growth
rates. Standardization or detrending methods detected far less release events than static
release methods. Rubino and McCarthy (2004) were concerned that releases following a
severe suppression might not be detected by these methods. According to them, this might
happen when large growth rates influence the mean growth rate estimates. Therefore, the
application of these methods to shade-tolerant tree species is not straightforward, as these
might release after a long and severe suppression. However, the approach to first remove
trends that can be attributed to other environmental influences than disturbances, seems
interesting for further research. Radial averaging methods offer to incorporate more
assumptions in the detection of release events. The duration of a release is included by the
window size that is applied to calculate growth change. Furthermore, thresholds that are
applied to categorise growth changes as release events can be adjusted. It is important to be
cautious when changing the parameters within these methods, as changes can lead to very
different results. These parameters depend on the study site, and on the studied species.
Therefore, these methods cannot be easily applied to different forest ecosystems. Event
response methods detected many short releases. The authors hypothesised that these
methods are rather detecting short-lasting climate effects than releases caused by
disturbances.
All these different methods have different strengths and weaknesses. Radial-growth
averaging showed the best results so far when compared to other evidence of disturbances
(Rubino and McCarthy, 2004). None of the above described methods are universally
applicable, as each forest needs to be analysed first in detail in order to set the parameters
right. Therefore, further methods were and should be developed to enhance and simplify
disturbance detection. For example, the boundary-line method (BLm) by Black and Abrams
(2004) can be applied on many different forests, as it incorporates all growth change values
to evaluate the appropriate threshold for detecting release events. Or the time series
approach (TSa) by Druckenbrod et al. (2013), which is an enhanced version of the above
described standardization or detrending methods. They also first detrend the ring width
series. However, instead of applying a horizontal line to detrend the series, they fit an
autoregressive model to the series. The resulting model series can then be analysed with
respect to unusually large/small residuals to detect release/suppression events.
Research on disturbances has been done in many different kinds of forests including oldgrowth forests (e.g. Nowacki and Abrams, 1997; Lorimer, 1980; D’Amato and Orwig, 2008,
McEwan et al., 2014, and more). To my best knowledge, there seems to be no research on
3
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disturbances in old-growth temperate rainforests in the Colchic region. Analysing disturbance
regimes of these forests will help to understand the underlying factors shaping these
ecosystems.
In addition to disturbance analysis, forests can be analysed further with a few variables: It is
possible to hypothesise if a forest is old-growth by comparison of its DBH distribution to other
studies. DBH distributions of the investigated forest can be compared to D’Amato et al.
(2008) for instance, who looked at DBH distributions in shade tolerant old-growth forests in
Tsuga canadensis forests. Variables like tree height or the canopy position of each tree help
to understand the structure of the forest even better. Further, spatial distributions of trees
might help us to understand how this forest might be disturbed. To understand the ecology of
a forest, studying forest structure is an important part. Abrams and Orwig (1995) looked at
disturbances to describe the structure of the investigated forest, and D’Amato et al. (2008)
looked at the influence of disturbances on the structure of forests. The combination of an
analysis of the disturbance history, the current structure of a forest, and its response to
climate seems to be a suitable approach to describe the ecology of a forest.
The old-growth temperate rainforests in the Camili reserve were analysed based on their
stand structure, their response to climate and their disturbance history. Three methods were
chosen to create a disturbance history. 1. RGA (Nowacki and Abrams, 1997) was chosen for
the analysis because of its simplicity. The analysis of one variable, namely growth change,
allows detecting release events by applying thresholds of growth change. 2. The BLm (Black
and Abrams, 2004) was used because it refines RGA. It analyses all growth changes that
occur on a plot, and creates an individual threshold for releases for this plot. This approach
helps to include species/stand/forest specialties into the thresholds for detecting releases. 3.
The TSa (Druckenbrod et al., 2013) was chosen for the analysis as it strongly differs
methodologically from the other methods. The TSa applies denroclimatic detrending and
autoregressive modelling to detect disturbance events. This approach derives from
dendroclimatological methods that reconstruct past climate. The three methods are then also
compared to each other and their results are set into relation with other studies.
The objective of this Master thesis is to answer the following research questions:
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A)

The studied forest-patch was chosen, because it is old-growth. Does the data
confirm the forest to be old-growth?

B)

Climate influence on ecosystems is an important ecological variable. Did the
forest respond significantly to climate variables in the last century? And how
did/does climate influence the forest structure?

C)

Different kinds of disturbance regimes drive succession in forests. These
range from large to small-scale, from high to low frequency, and might result in
a high or low impact on the forest. Does the disturbance history in this forest
show a distinct disturbance regime? Does it display disturbances leading to
large-scale gaps, formed by exogenous disturbances like wind or fire, or rather
small-scale gaps that might have formed due to the fall of a single tree, which
can also be related to gap dynamics? And how does this disturbance regime
influence the structure of the forest?

D)

Are detected releases displayed in the disturbance history, also evident in
different data, like mean chronology, basal area increments, and spatial
distribution of trees on the plot? How do decades of high releases display in
these data?

1 Introduction
E)

Three different methods that aim to detect release events will be applied and
analysed: How do the methods differ methodologically? How does the
methodology influence release detection? Do the methods react differently on
edge cases/special cases occurring in ring width series, and how would that
alter the resulting disturbance history? Do the methods detect similar results,
representing the same disturbance history?

5
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2 Material and methods
2.1 Study site
The UNESCO Biosphere Reserve Camili in Turkey is part of the Colchic region in the
Caucasus (Figure 2.1). The Colchic region is located at the eastern borders of the Black Sea.
The climate is warm (24-25°C) with cool winters (4-6°C) and high amount of annual
precipitation of 1,800 - 2,200 mm. The occurrence of temperate rainforests in the Colchic
region is due to the mountains around the east coast of the Black Sea that retain the moist
air of the ocean from going inland. As an example, the annual precipitation on Mount Mtirala
is 4,500 mm, more than double of that in the region. Due to this climatic characteristic the
region has acted as glacial relict for thermophile plants and animals. Therefore, local forests
are rich in endemic and relict species. The Colchic region has several different forest types:
lowland hardwood forest; mixed broadleaf forest; sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa) forest;
Oriental beech (Fagus orientalis Lipsky) forest; dark coniferous forest; and oak (Quercus
spp.) woodland. Characteristic for all forest types are different broadleaf evergreen shrubs
that form dense understory (DellaSala, 2011).

Figure 2.1: Location of the Camili Biosphere Reserve in the province of Artvin in Turkey, at the Turkish Georgian border. The red dot indicates the approximate location of the Biosphere Reserve. Exact locations of the
studied plot are not given due to conservation reasons (© Google Earth, edited).

The diversity in the Camili reserve results in a high variety of ecosystems, ranging over an
elevation of 350 – 3500 m a.s.l. (Ertürk, 2014). The reserve hosts many endangered, relict
and endemic species. To mention a few, there is Rhododendron ungernii and R. smirnowii
7
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that are endemic and form the above-mentioned dense understory, or the Caucasian
salamander (Mertensiella caucasia) and the Caucasian viper (Viper darevskii), which are
relict and endemic species. Twenty-three species of 990 taxa are endemic to the region,
while many species are endangered (DellaSala, 2011; Eminagaoglu et al., 2008).
Human pressure on natural resources is high in this region. Forests are endangered by
logging and the introduction of new species. During the last century, a large part of the
lowland and foothill forests were logged for plantations and other land uses (Ertürk, 2014;
DellaSala, 2011). Due to the logging, landslides also endangered humans. This led to the
protection of forests to improve landslide and erosion management, water regulations, and
recreational purposes through the Sovjet forestry policy in the 1960s (DellaSala, 2011). The
population in Camili decreased from 1984 to 2005 by more than the half leading to the
abandonment of forest openings and some agricultural land. These abandoned lands
converted back to forests and forest cover increased by 4% during these 21 years (Sivrikaya
et al., 2007b).
The Camili basin was already considered valuable for conservation in the 1990s. The Turkish
Ministry of Environment and Forestry selected this basin for a biodiversity program because
of temperate rainforests and high diversity. Camili reserve is a remote region with harsh
weather conditions and dangerous roads (roads are closed during winter months). Therefore,
the local population developed a sustainable management of their natural resources. The
UNESCO Biosphere reserve Camili was founded in 2005 because of the combination of
sustainable use of natural resources and species richness. It is the first and only UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve in Turkey (UNESCO, 2015; Ertürk, 2014). The Camili reserve is part of
the Borcka District in the Province of Artvin. The center point of the reserve lies at 41°15’ N –
41°46’ E and it expands over 27,152 ha. The core area is 2,237 ha (8% of the area), the
buffer area is 13,731 ha (51%) and the transition area is 11,184 ha (41%) (UNESCO, 2015).
The climate is humid and relatively warm. Precipitation measures 1,010 mm per year at the
nearest station in Borcka at 120 m above sea level (a.s.l.). The precipitation of the region is
1,800 to 2,200 mm per year. However, this amount can be doubled on mountains. It is
assumed that the Camili reserve has more precipitation than the regions mean, as the
reserve expands from 370 to 3,435 m a.s.l. Mean annual temperature in Borcka is 13.5° C.
The region exhibits mild summers and cold winters with a lot of snow (Table 2.1) (UNESCO,
2015; Ertürk, 2014; DellaSala, 2011).
Seven main soils are present in the Camili reserve: brown forest soils, non-calcareous brown
forest soils, alluvial soils, colluvial soils, red-yellow podzolic soils, and high mountain
meadow soils. The brown forest soils are most common. More soils are found in Camili
reserve, but these are special soils forming special habitats. Beneath other vegetation types
like alpine, subalpine, rocky and hydrophytic, the main forest ecosystems are boreal
coniferous forests and temperate deciduous forests (Eminagaoglu, 2008). Sivrikaya et al.
(2007a) investigated forests that are mainly dominated by Caucasian spruce (Picea orientalis
(L.)), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Nordmann fir (Abies nordmanniana (Stev.)), Oriental
beech (Fagus orientalis Lipsky), Sessil oak (Quercus petraea), European hornbeam
(Carpinus betulus L.), and Hop hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia Scop.). Carbon storages in
these forests increased by 21,553 tons (below and above ground) from 1984 to 2005. Total
carbon storage in 1984 is about 1.35 Mio tons and 1.37 Mio tons in 2005. This carbon is
stored on a forested area of roughly 20,000 ha (~67.5 t C ha-1 in 1984, ~68.5 t C ha-1 in
2005), while the forest area increased by 4% from 1984 to 2005 (Sivrikaya et al., 2007b).
Vegetation is highly diverse with 990 taxa of which 23 are endemic to the region. From these
taxa, the most abundant trees are: Caucasian spruce, Oriental beech, Sweet chestnut
8
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(Castanea sativa), and Caucasian lime (Tilia rubra ssp. caucasica) (Eminagaoglu, 2008).
Information about the reserve is collected in the Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1: Collected information on the Colchic region and UNESCO Biosphere reserve Camili (UNESCO,
2015; Ertürk, 2014; Eminagaoglu, 2008; DellaSala, 2011; Sivrikaya et al., 2007b).

General information
Geography

Coordinates
Elevation

Part of the Province Artvin in Turkey (Colchic region)
Surrounded by steep mountains
Centre point

41°15’N – 41°46’E

Latitude

41°20’N – 41°31’N

Longitude

41°49’’E – 42°05’E

370 m - 3,435 m a.s.l.
Surface area (terrestrial)

Area

27,152 ha

Core area

2,237 ha

Buffer area

13,731 ha

Transition area

11,184 ha

Climate
-1

Precipitation

1,800 - 2,200 mm year (might be doubled on mountains)
-1

1010.2 mm year at nearest station*
Temperature

Mild in summer (24 - 25° C), cold winters (4 - 5° C).
-1

13.5° C year at nearest station*

Geology
Soils

7 main soil groups: brown forest soils (most common), noncalcareous brown forest soils,
alluvial soils, colluvial soils, red-yellow podzolic soils, and high mountain meadow soils.

Carbon storage

Estimate for above and below ground storage in 2005: 1.37 Mio tons

Vegetation
Flora

990 taxa, 23 endemic

Main ecosystems

Boreal coniferous forest and temperate deciduous forest

Vegetation types

Forest, alpine, subalpine, rocky and hydrophytic - forest most abundant

Abundant tree species Caucasian spruce, Oriental beech, Sweet chestnut, and Caucasian lime
*(Borcka station, on 120 m a.s.l.)
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2.2 Oriental beech
Oriental beech (F. orientalis) belongs to the family of Fagaceae. This broad-leafed tree
species can reach heights of 30 to 40 m and stem diameters at breast height of 1 m. Oriental
beech is distributed from the West-Balkan over the edges of the Black Sea to the South of
the Caspian Sea (Figure 2.2). The species occurs from 200 m to 2,200 m a.s.l. Oriental
beech forms both pure stands and mixed forests in the regions around the Black Sea
(Kandemir and Kaya, 2009). The species can remain vital even under low light conditions
and is therefore a shade-tolerant species. In old-growth forests of northern Iran, south of the
Caspian Sea, Oriental beech regenerates in gaps. Sefidi et al. (2011) concluded in their
study that the falling of one or two trees creates these gaps, whereas gap size and seedlingdensity are not correlated and differ for each beech forest.

Figure 2.2: Distribution map of Oriental beech (EUFORGEN, 2015).

Oriental beech has a characteristic smooth grey-silver bark, egg-shaped leaves, and seeds
that are a small triangular nut. The wood of Oriental beech forms reddish heartwood when
the tree is reaching 80 - 100 years. Wood-density is medium with 0.66 g cm-3 and the wood
is mostly used for fuel. Seeds of the Oriental beech are heavy and therefore seed dispersal
is limited. As the species is also monoecious and wind-pollinated, family structures are very
stand specific. Oriental beech is similar to European beech (Fagus sylvatica) in its
appearance (Kandemir and Kaya, 2009). These species have differentiated relatively
recently (Denk et al., 2002). While Oriental beech in northern Turkey seems to have been a
glacial refugia during the last ice age for beech. From there Fagus migrated to Europe after
the glacial period (Gailing and von Wuehlisch, 2004). Seedlings of Oriental beech are
affected by Phytophthora omnivora. This fungus first leads to wilting and then to death of
seedlings. Other Phytophthora fungi lead to bark diseases and bleeding cancer in Oriental
beech trees (Kandemir and Kaya, 2009).
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2.3 Climate
Interpolated climate data was used as there is no climate station covering a long time span
with a continuous data set near the Camili reserve. Temperature data was obtained from the
CRU TS3.10 dataset (Harris et al., 2014) and precipitation data was obtained from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) dataset (Becker et al., 2013). Both datasets
interpolate their values from meteorological stations (rain gauges, temperature
measurements) that are distributed over the entire world (Becker et al., 2013; Harris et al.,
2014), whereas GPCC also incorporates satellite measurements. Precipitation values are
available for both land and ocean surface. Interpolation at coastlines does only include land
surface values, so that the mean of precipitation is the mean over the land surface (Becker et
al., 2013). Temperature data is only available on land surface (Harris et al., 2014).
Data from the nearest grid point to the Camili reserve was used. The centre point of the
interpolated data is at 41.5° latitude, 42.5° longitude. Measurements of four stations were
averaged to monthly means over the time span of 1901 to 2009. The climate in Camili
reserve is very humid with mean precipitation of 123 mm per month (1,476 mm per year), but
rather cold with a mean temperature of 4.35° C. However, this low mean-temperature can be
attributed to the gridded data. The grid-point of the climatic data lies some kilometres farther
east where it is much colder. The highest precipitation values are found in October. Winter
temperatures are more variable than summer temperatures (Figure 2.3). Temperature is
below zero from December to March. Highest temperature values are found in April and May
with low variance (Figure 2.3, temperature). Precipitation is rather evenly distributed over the
years, with high variances in autumn and winter. Precipitation in January, September,
October, November and December is higher than the yearly mean. April and May have the
lowest precipitation values with lowest variance (Figure 2.3, precipitation). As temperature is
below zero degrees during December to March, this precipitation is assumed to be snow and
therefore stored until it melts again in spring (April, May) (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Monthly climate data in Camili. Monthly temperature data is from interpolated CRU TS3.10 data,
with mean temperature over all months equal to 4.35° C. Temperature data shown for 1901 to 2009 (Harris et al.,
2014). Mean precipitation per month from interpolated GPCC data, with mean precipitation over all months of 123
mm. Precipitation data shown for 1901 to 2009 (Becker et al., 2013).

2.4 Fieldwork
The trees in the forest were visually assessed according to criteria by Pederson (2010) to
choose a site for establishing a plot. These criteria allow to visually detect old trees. Trees
must show the following: a smooth bark; high difference in diameter at stem vs. crown base
(equals high taper); high stem sinuosity; a few, thick, twisting limbs forming the crown; low
crown volume; and a low ratio of crown volume vs. trunk volume. This visual assessment
allowed finding a suitable patch of old-growth forest. The plot design contains three circles
with different radii, namely 5 m, 20 m, and 30 m. Trees were cored within these different radii
with a DBH at 1.30 m height larger than a threshold value. Threshold DBH values were in the
same order as radii: 5 cm, 15 cm, and 40 cm (Figure 2.4). Dr. Dario Martin-Benito and
several helpers conducted the fieldwork. Cores were sampled with an increment borer,
labelled1 and then stored in straws for protection and transport. Where possible, two cores
were taken per tree. Apart from the sampling of cores, several variables of the cored trees
were measured on the investigated plot (Table 2.2). First, DBH was measured in
centimetres. Then the species was determined and spatial data was collected (distance from
1

Cores were labelled as follows: Location Camili (CAM) + Sample number (01 – 52) + Core number (A/B)
resulting in e.g. CAM12B.
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plot center in metres and azimuth in degrees). Canopy positions of trees were visually
classified in one of five categories: suppressed, intermediate, co-dominant, dominant or
dead. Tree height was measured using a “Vertex IV” (Haglof Inc). This device measures
angle and distances to then use these measurements to calculate tree height with the
“intercept theorem”.
Table 2.2: Measured variables during fieldwork for each tree that was sampled.
Variable

Measurement

Possible Values

Species

Visually

Fagus orientalis, Picea orientalis

Canopy position

Visually

Suppressed, intermediate, codominant, dominant or dead

DBH

Measured at 1.30 m height in
centimetre

> 5 cm

Height

Measured with Vertex IV by
Haglof Inc.

>0m

Distance from plot centre

Measured in metre

>0m

Azimuth

Measured in degree

0 - 360°

Comments

Anything special was reported

Figure 2.4: Schematic plot design. Sampling of trees occured
in three circles. In each circle, trees with a DBH > threshold DBH
were sampled. Circles have a radius of 5 m, 20 m, and 30 m
with corresponding DBH thresholds of > 5 cm, > 15 cm, and >
40 cm.

2.5 Laboratory work
2.5.1

Core preparations

The sampled cores were prepared as follows. The cores were first mounted and glued on a
core mount. It is important that the fibre direction is vertical, or the rings will not show when
the core is sanded. When the samples were dry, they were sanded with increasing grit (120,
180, 320, 400). It was important that the samples were sanded evenly, especially when they
bended while drying. Sanding ensured that rings are well visible to be measured.
2.5.2

Chronology

The next step was to crossdate the cores according to Yamaguchi’s (1991) method with the
addition of using a crossdating sheet. This method is best applied on cores of living trees, as
the outermost fully formed ring crossdates to the calendar year of sampling (dependent on
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the season of sampling it might also be the year before). The crossdating sheet is a table
with calendar years in rows and columns for cores (Appendix I). Crossdating started with
cores showing wide rings, as these were less likely to have missing or narrow rings.
Beginning at the bark of the core, the last fully-grown year was 2013 as sampling took place
in July 2014. Through visual examination with a “LEICA MZ6 modular stereomicroscope”
(Leica Microsystems) and a cold light source (LEICA CLS 150X), pointer years were marked
on the crossdating sheet dependent on their size relative to surrounding rings. Three size
classes were used for small or large pointer years: -, --, ---, +, ++, +++. The crossdating
sheet allows comparing growth patterns in different cores and therefore, crossdate these
cores with each other and calendar years. It also helps to see if a ring might be missing in a
core or not or if a narrow ring was overseen. Some cores bended due to the process of
drying and could not be sanded evenly on the belt-sander. In others, rings were not visible
enough. These cores needed additional sanding. In the later case grit of 600 was applied. In
this step of crossdating the cores are prepared for measuring; growth patterns are made
visible, and dots are marking every 10/50/100 year (Yamaguchi, 1991).
Ring widths were measured with a measuring table with 0.01mm precision. This measuring
table “LINTAB 5” (RINNTECH) includes a LEICA stereomicroscope, a cold light source, a
measuring table, which measures the horizontal movement, and a connected computer with
the program “TSAPWin Professional 4.67c” (RINNTECH) that records the measurements.
Rings were measured perpendicular to yearly ring borders to avoid measuring errors. Series
that belonged to the same tree were measured consecutively. TSAPWin allows having a first
check of crossdating, as it shows the series of measured cores. If crossdating errors were
found, these were corrected or the core was remeasured.
To ensure that series were well crossdated, the data was checked using COFECHA (Holmes
1983). COFECHA applies a cubic spline and an additional log-transformation on tree ring
series. The mean of these transformed series forms the master series. New series are
checked against this master series for correlation in segments of 50 years. This window is
calculated over the series in 25 years steps. Furthermore, COFECHA also calculates if the
correlation would be higher when shifting the segment up to 10 years in either direction. In
the end, COFECHA suggests the shifting of the new series segment to the year with highest
correlation. It is important at that point to go back to the increment core and look for the
changes suggested by the program. If any corrections were applied, COFECHA was rerun to
check these corrections. By going step by step through this procedure and repeating it a
chronology can be developed. It was not possible to remove all correlation problems from the
chronology. Therefore, some ring width series still do not correlate well. Some problems
occurred because of missing rings (single years where no tree growth occurred), missing
sample in the original core, rotten beginning or end of the cores, and/or very narrow ring
widths that complicated the measurement. Missing sample means, that the wooden core is
missing many rings, which are not missing because the tree did not grow during those years,
but because part of the increment core is missing. However, crossdating was possible before
and after these gaps. COFECHA output is found in the Appendix II.
The development of a chronology is similar to the crossdating procedure. It starts with two
cores that show wide rings, a clear fully formed outermost ring, and are well crossdating.
Further cores are added stepwise (Yamaguchi, 1991). The two starting series originated from
cores of the same tree. Then, systematically, new series were added to the chronology in the
above-described procedure. Core pairs of the same tree were always first crossdated and
checked with each other. Then, they were checked with the chronology. However, there
remained a few cores that could not be included in the chronology. These cores were either
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too rotten and/or not crossdatable (see examples in Appendix III). Any special observations
during the laboratory work were written down for the corresponding core.
2.5.3

Pith estimation

To analyse tree recruitment over time, exact ages of trees should be known. However, the
majority of cores did not hit the pith, therefore, pith estimates were needed. The method of
Duncan (1989) was applied as ring widths were so small in the cores of this study that the
visual method of Applequist (1958) was difficult to apply. Duncan (1989) suggested a
geometrical approach to estimate the distance to the pith of a core and then to evaluate the
number of missing rings. Cores must show the last arc in full extension to be measured.
First, the length L and height h of the innermost arc were measured (Figure 2.5). With these
values the missing radius r could be calculated (equation (1)). Missing rings MR were then
calculated by dividing r with the mean x of the last 20 rings (equation (2)). Values were
measured with the measuring table “LINTAB 5”. Pith estimates of 50 missing rings or more
were not included in the data set, based on the maximum estimates Duncan (1989) looks at.
Duncan (1989) found in his study a standard deviation of about 35%. Above 50 missing rings
this deviation is so large that estimates are not reliable. Furthermore, many pith estimates
were not possible, as cores were too far from pith (no arcs).

L2 h
r=
+
(1)
8h 2
r
MR =
(2)
x
r = Missing Radius
L = Length of an arc
h = Height of an arc

€

MR = Missing Rings
x = Mean of last 20 rings of core

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the Duncan method. Random ring
width series is displayed showing height h of the last arc,
length L of this arc and x, the mean over the last 20 ring
widths.

2.6 Data analysis
2.6.1

Data preparations

The collected data needed further preparations for a general analysis. Data of the fieldwork
contained a field sheet with variables described in the fieldwork section above. Not only the
field sheet data of CAM01 (1930 m a.s.l.), the investigated plot of this study, was included in
the analysis, but also field sheet data of CAM02 (1761 m a.s.l.). This lower elevated plot lies
near CAM01. Ring width measurements from CAM01 were used for the disturbance
analysis. Climate analysis included also ring width data from another plot in the area named
QPS (1700 - 1800 m a.s.l.) (field sheet data of CAM02 and ring width measurements of QPS
were supplied by D. Martin-Benito). These data needed preparations that are outlined in the
following paragraphs.
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A master table for CAM01 was constructed from the field sheet data (see Table 2.2) with
additional information gained by the ring width measurements and pith estimates. Measured
innermost and outermost year of each core were noted and absolute pith estimates added.
Furthermore, missing rings and gaps in core samples were declared.
As trees were measured on a circular plot with three different DBH threshold values, the data
needs extrapolations on one ha, to remove the effect of the plot size making it comparable to
other studies. DBH threshold values are dependent on the distance from a tree to the plot
centre. Therefore, each tree has a corresponding area on which it should be found. As
consequence, each tree is multiplied by a factor that accounts for the difference of the plot
area to one ha. In the end, data is a multiple of the original data. These represent the data, if
it would have been collected for one ha. This ha correction is calculated for the master table
as well as for the ring width data of CAM01. As many trees were not clearly classified in only
one canopy class, these classifications needed to be reduced to the one mentioned above.
This was done corresponding to the DBH of trees that were classified in one canopy class:
Suppressed trees having a DBH from 5 - 33 cm, intermediate trees having a DBH from 33 55cm, co-dominant trees having a DBH from 55 - 66cm, and dominant trees a DBH above
66cm.
For the analysis of DBH and BAI, it is useful to have data corresponding to one tree, rather
than two cores per tree. To build a chronology containing only tree series, ring width series of
two cores corresponding to one tree were averaged. Time spans that are only covered by
one core were filled with the ring width values of this core. Mostly, cores do not have the
same length; therefore, the tree series starts with the values of the longer core. Some tree
series showed higher variance when only one core was in the series (see CAM0104 in
Appendix IV), or a fast increase in growth rate (see CAM0107 Appendix IV). However, for
most tree series no special observations were noted. Trees with only one core were
assigned to this single core. With the prepared data, an overview on the investigated forest
can be given, using the statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2014; Version
3.1.2).
2.6.2

Response function analysis

To analyse responses of tree growth to climate, a response function analysis was conducted.
With the program ARSTAN (Version 44h2) the ring width series of the chronology were
detrended. The chronology for detrending has no missing sample in cores (cores 03A, 05A,
and 43A). Missing sample means, that the wooden core is missing many rings, which are not
missing because the tree did not grow during those years, but because part of the increment
core is missing. Therefore, the ring width measurements of the other core of the same tree is
filled in these sample gaps, so that detrending can be applied on the whole series. First, the
series was transformed with an adaptive power transformation to prevent the formation of
false trends due to small values in the chronology. These could appear as the ring width
series is divided by the fitted model. To stabilize the variance in the series the Keith Briffa
rbar-weighted method (Wigley et al., 1984) is applied with a window of 50 years and a
moving window of 25 years. Then the series is detrended by a smoothing spline. To get a
feeling for the data, different spline windows were applied: 50, 100, 200, and 300 years. In
addition a spline function with a 50% variance cut-off that equals two-thirds of each series
length was applied. The spline was chosen depending on what to remove from the series. In
this case only the age trend should be removed. At the end a robust mean of the chronology
is calculated to prevent outliers and indices are given. The spline with a window of 100 years
was chosen for further analysis. 200 years and 300 years were too stiff for detrending,
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whereas 50 years was too smooth. The special case of a different spline for each series of ⅔
of the length of the series was too stiff for long series. The 100-year spline removed the age
trend well.
To assess the relation of climate and tree growth, a response function analysis was
conducted on the detrended data (Fritts, 1976). This analysis takes into account, that
precipitation and temperature are not independent. Furthermore, it indicates which months
are important for tree growth in the current and previous year. Tree growth can either be
positively or negatively correlated with a climatic variable. Temperature is below 0° C during
the months of December, January, February, and March. These months must be interpreted
with caution, as precipitation is snow. Response functions were calculated with the function
dcc() of the treeclim package in the statistical software R (R Development Core Team 2014,
Version 3.1.2).
2.6.3

Disturbance analysis

Three different methods were applied to detect release events in the ring width series of
each core of CAM01: RGA by Nowacki and Abrams (1997), the BLm by Black and Abrams
(2004), and the TSa by Druckenbrod et al. (2013). These methods use different settings and
work with varying calculations. The three methods are outlined in the following paragraphs.
RGA and the BLm were calculated with the statistical software R. The package TRADER
(Tree Ring Analysis of Disturbance Events in R) includes these two methods amongst others
(R Development Core Team, 2014; Altman et al., 2014), while the TSa by Druckenbrod et al.
(2013) was calculated in Matlab (the code was supplied by D. Druckenbrod) (MATLAB,
R2009a). The chronology for disturbance detection has no missing sample in cores (cores
3A, 5A, and 43A). Missing sample means, that the wooden core is missing many rings, which
are not missing because the tree did not grow during those years, but because part of the
increment core is missing. Therefore, the ring width measurements of the other core of the
same tree is filled in these sample gaps, so that disturbance analysis can be applied on all
ring width series. Any releases that are detected in these three cores, within or 10 years
before the gap are not included in the disturbance history.
Radial growth averaging - RGA
Within the method of RGA, percentage growth change (%GC) is calculated for every year to
classify this growth change according to threshold values into minor and major release
events. These classified years build the disturbance history. The equation for %GC is given
below (equation (3)) (Nowacki and Abrams, 1997):

%GCt =

M2 − M1
*100
M1

(3)

%GC = percentage growth change in year t
M1 = mean ring width of preceding 10 years

€

M2 = mean ring width of subsequent 10 years
*100 = convertion into percentage
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The mean growth of the preceding 10-years growth (M1) was subtracted from the
subsequent 10 years mean growth (M2) and divided by M1 to calculate %GC (Figure 2.6,
equation (3)). A window of 10 years on either side of the analysed year t was chosen, as this
ensures that no short-term climatic influences are falsely detected as release events.
Therefore the disturbance series is 20 years shorter than the original series, as at start and
end of the series 10 years are omitted. 10 years is also the amount of time a release event
needs to show in tree growth. This time span is dependent on what kind of release should be
detected. According to Lorimer and Frelich (1989) sustained releases have a duration of at
least 15-years, temporary releases have a duration of 10 - 15 years and abrupt releases
have a duration of 6-years. Abrupt to temporary releases were investigated in this Master
thesis, therefore 10-years for the duration of a release event was chosen. This was also
based on the observation that there are only a few examples of tree ring series that showed
gradual canopy accession (Figure 3.15, tree 31). Longer growth changes (> 15 years) are
most likely related to age-trend or other factors (Nowacki and Abrams, 1997). Lorimer and
Frelich (1989) defined threshold growth change values for forests with closed canopies and
humid climate. 50 - 100% growth change is attributed a minor release and > 100% growth
change is attributed a major release. These thresholds were applied on the temperate rain
forests of the plot CAM01.

Figure 2.6: A random ring width series to illustrate the variables used to calculate %GC (equation (3)). t is the
year t for which %GC is calculated, M1 the mean growth of the preceding 10 years mean growth, and M2 the
mean growth of the subsequent 10 years.

The method is implemented in R by the package TRADER and was computed with the
following function:
growthAveragingALL(cam1_77CD_dist,	
   m1=10,	
   m2=10,	
   gfun=mean,	
   buffer=10,	
   criteria	
   =	
   0.5,	
  
criteria2=1.0,	
  length=10)	
  

growthAveargingALL implements the functions of RGA by Novacki and Abrams (1997).
cam1_77CD_dist is the chronology for disturbance analysis, described above (CAM01,
chronology of 77 cores, for disturbance analysis). m1 and m2 are corresponding to the years
over which the mean is calculated (M1 and M2 from equation (3)). gfun determines if m1 and
m2 are median or mean of the time span defined by these variables. The buffer specifies how
many release events in which period of time might occur. buffer=10 means that only every
10 years a release event can occur. criteria is the threshold to detect minor releases and
criteria2 the threshold for major releases. length determines how many years the criteria
value needs to be exceeded that it is a release event.
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Boundary line method - BLm
The BLm by Black and Abrams (2004) starts with calculating RGA by Novacki and Abrams
(1997) (equation (3)). The relation between %GC and previous growth (mean over previous
10 years of growth - M1) was plotted for every ring in the series except the first and last 10
years of the series. The boundary line was then calculated to quantify the upper threshold of
this relationship between prior growth and growth change. For this calculation the dataset
was divided in 0.5 mm segments of prior growth and the top 10 values of each segment were
averaged. Linear, power, logarithmic and exponential curves were fitted to these averaged
values and the curve with highest R2 was chosen as boundary line. Values of %GC in the
relationship of %GC and prior growth were then scaled according to the boundary line.
Values between 50 - 100% of the boundary line are considered major releases and values
between 20 - 49.9% of the boundary line are minor releases. The BLm is available for R in
the package TRADER and was computed as follows:
boundaryLineALL(cam1_77CD_dist,	
   m1=10,	
   m2=10,	
   gfun=mean,	
   buffer=10,	
   criteria=0.2,	
  
criteria2=0.5,	
  segment=0.5,	
  segment2=0.5,	
  length=10,	
  notop=10,	
  notop2=10)	
  

boundaryLineALL is the function to conduct the BLm by Black and Abrams (2004).
cam1_77CD_dist is the chronology for disturbance analysis, described above (CAM01,
chronology of 77 cores, for disturbance analysis). m1, m2, gfun, buffer, criteria,
criteria2, and length are the same arguments as in the growthAveragingALL() function
described above. New arguments are segment and segment2, which define the range in mm
of the segments prior growth ring widths are divided in (the highest 10 values of each
segment are averaged for the fit of different boundary lines). New are also notop and
notop2, which define how many values are included in each segment. Length of m1 and m2
was chosen according to the RGA described above. The following output of the
boundaryLineALL function shows the fitted boundary line function. Fitted boundary lines and
the boundary line with the highest R2 can be found in Appendix V.
[1]	
  "The	
  fitted	
  boundary	
  line	
  summary!"	
  
[1]	
  "Exponential	
  model	
  y=c+dx+ae^bx	
  was	
  the	
  best!"	
  
	
  
Formula:	
  tops	
  ~	
  c	
  +	
  d	
  *	
  segments	
  +	
  a	
  *	
  exp(b	
  *	
  segments)	
  
	
  	
  
Parameters:	
  
	
  	
  Estimate	
  Std.	
  Error	
  t	
  value	
  Pr(>|t|)	
  	
  	
  	
  
a	
  	
  	
  6.8412	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  0.3645	
  	
  18.768	
  	
  0.00283	
  **	
  
b	
  	
  -‐2.3593	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  0.4198	
  	
  -‐5.621	
  	
  0.03023	
  *	
  	
  
c	
  	
  	
  1.3864	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  0.4334	
  	
  	
  3.199	
  	
  0.08538	
  .	
  	
  
d	
  	
  -‐0.4415	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  0.1753	
  	
  -‐2.518	
  	
  0.12813	
  	
  	
  	
  
-‐-‐-‐	
  
Signif.	
  codes:	
  	
  0	
  ‘***’	
  0.001	
  ‘**’	
  0.01	
  ‘*’	
  0.05	
  ‘.’	
  0.1	
  ‘	
  ’	
  1	
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Time series approach - TSa
The TSa by Druckenbrod et al. (2013) applies dendroclimatic detrending and autoregressive
modelling approaches to identify release events. The approach is based on the application of
residuals, which show how well a model fits. It assumes that a sequence of residuals that is
statistically different from the residual model (autoregressive model) indicates a disturbance
that affects tree growth.
The first step in the TSa was to power transform the series to reduce heteroscedasticity,
meaning reducing the effect of increasing variance with increasing mean. Next, ring width
values were age detrended with a negative exponential curve. If no fit was possible, a linear
regression was applied either with negative or positive slope. The values of the transformed
and detrended series were estimated with the Burg maximum entropy method (Kay, 1988) as
well as the order of the autoregressive model (AR model). The resulting AR model was the
residual series for release detection. Releases were detected with pulse detection. This
approach is implemented in ARSTAN for single years, whereas the residual exceeds the
mean with standard deviation. However, to detect release events (i.e. more than one year of
unusual growth), the pulse detection was used over multiple years. Consecutive positive
residuals in the AR model may correspond to growth releases recorded in the ring width
series and negative residuals may correspond to suppression. By applying Tukey’s bi-weight
mean and scale, standard deviations were calculated to check the AR model for release
events. If the residuals exceed Tukey’s bi-weight mean, a sequence of residuals was
considered a release event. With this threshold, a sequence of residuals exceeded 99.9% of
observations. Moving-window lengths were varied for the detection of sequences of unusual
growth enabling the detection of the starting year of an event and its duration (Druckenbrod
et al., 2013). The TSa by Druckenbrod et. al (2013) is computed in Matlab (MATLAB,
R2009a). While the window size of sequences is varied between 9 to 30 years and negative
release events detection is not enabled.
Disturbance history
To enhance comparison between the three different release-detecting methods, a
disturbance history was built for each method. The aim was to show releases in trees in the
disturbance history. Methods detected releases sometimes in both cores of one tree.
Releases that showed the same event were excluded from the data. At that point, releases
per tree were added up per decade and scaled according to the number of trees that were
within the chronology in the corresponding decade. Mean number of trees per decade is
calculated from year x0 to year x9 for each decade. Disturbances are added up in each
decade. Mean decadal disturbance percentages vary among different methods. The mean is
calculated over the decades from 1700 to 2009, as the first and last decade cannot be
included due to the mathematics of the methods. In the end, three disturbance histories of
percentage releases in trees with the distinction in major and minor events were built. The
TSa does not distinguish major and minor events. However, this should not lead to
differences in the detection of release events. The distinction in major and minor events is
only based on the assumptions of threshold values that categorise an event as major or
minor.
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3 Results
3.1 General data overview
First, a general overview on the sampled data is given with information about sampled cores,
the position of the trees on the plot, the tree ring chronology, and information about
differences of ring width series within trees. Second, data of the plot was converted on to one
ha, including DBH distribution, DBH of different canopy classes, minimum age distribution,
height distribution, and BAI series of trees.
3.1.1

Sampled core data

In total, 49 trees were sampled and 85 cores taken. From these trees, four were dead
standing (e.g. snags) and two were dead down trees. The average DBH was 51.7 ± 20.7 cm
(standard deviation, SD) and DBH’s ranged from 7.5 to 90.0 cm. Only 77 cores were
included in the tree ring chronology, as some were too rotten and others not crossdatable
(see photos in Appendix III). The oldest measured ring was in core 31A and dates back to
the year 1692 CE. Furthermore, this was the longest core with 321 ring width measurements.
The youngest measured rings dated to the year 2013, as cores were sampled in July 2014
and the half formed ring of 2014 was not measured. The shortest core was 2B with 65 rings.
However, the youngest tree was tree number 1 with 69 years. 14,776 rings were measured
with a mean ring width of 1.00 ± 0.67 mm (SD). Mean length of the cores was 164 ± 56 rings
(SD), whereas mean length of cores in the chronology was 191 ± 67 (SD). Mean series
intercorrelation of the chronology was 0.66 (Table 3.1, COFECHA output in Appendix II). An
overview on all cores with start and end years, mean ring widths, median ring widths, and
their standard deviation is given in Appendix VI.
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Table 3.1: Overview on sampled core data.
# of sampled trees
# of dead trees
# of sampled cores
mean DBH ± standard deviation (SD) [cm]
DBH range [cm]
# of cores in chronology

6
85
51.7 ± 20.7
7.5 - 90.0
77

total rings measured

14776

oldest measured ring

1692 CE

latest measured ring

2013

longest core measurement

321

shortest core measurement

65

mean length of cores ± SD

164 ± 56

mean length of cores in chronology ± SD

191 ± 67

mean minimum age of trees ± SD

192 ± 68

mean minimum age of trees with pith estimates ± SD

200 ± 67

series intercorrelation
mean ring width of chronology ± SD [mm]

3.1.2

49

0.661
1.00 ± 0.67

Ring width chronology

The standardized chronology increases over time (Figure 3.1). In the 1750s there was a
strong increase in ring widths parallel to the introduction of many new cores. Mean ring width
decreased strongly in the 1940s parallel to the introduction of the youngest cores of the
chronology. High variance at the start of the series might be due to low sample size, whereas
the variance is relatively stable over time.

Figure 3.1: Standardized chronology with sample depth and pith estimates.

Ring widths differences in cores corresponding to one tree in comparison among trees
showed that cores differed in a similar range (Figure 3.2). This means that trees show similar
differences in different parts of their stem. The time series (Figure 3.3) of mean ring width
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differences per year displayed an increase in differences over time. The variance was high
but also changed over time. High variance at the start was due to low sample depth. The
comparison of mean differences in ring widths of cores of the same tree in each year to the
mean of the chronology exhibited that both time series followed a similar trajectory.
Furthermore, pointer years that showed small rings have low mean differences in ring widths
(Figures 3.1 and 3.3).

Figure 3.2: Distribution of mean ring width series differences of cores corresponding to the same tree. This
histogram shows how differences between cores corresponding to one tree are distributed over all trees having
two cores. Differences are calculated by subtracting ring widths of one core from the other and taking absolute
values.

Figure 3.3: Mean ring width differences in cores of one tree over all years. Trees that were cored twice are
examined on the differences these cores show in ring width measurements. Differences are calculated by
subtracting core A from B and taking the absolute value. Mean differences of cores corresponding to one tree
over the whole time span are displayed.
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3.1.3

Tree ages

The distribution of minimum age (Figure 3.4a.) presents a similar pattern like the DBH
distribution. It has an exponential decrease of trees with increasing age. Minimum ages were
used, as exact ages are unknown, as explained in Chapter 2.5.3 Pith estimation. This data
indicates that the forest is composed of many young trees, while older trees are more evenly
distributed over the plot. The distribution of minimum ages with pith estimates of half of the
trees shows a flatter distribution. DBH and minimum age show no correlation, which shows
that ages are not evenly distributed over the DBH range. Height distribution on a ha cannot
be provided, as sample depth is too small.

Figure 3.4: a. Distribution of minimum age on a ha in 2013 and b. distribution of minimum ages with pith
estimates (22 of 49 trees have a pith estimate, see chapter 3.2 Pith estimations). Minimum ages were used, as
absolute ages are unknown. Data was converted on a ha from a subsample (plot data).
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3.1.4

DBH related data

Trees are presented according to their spatial position (Figure 3.5). This allows looking at
results in a spatial context. The plot design is also included with the drawn circles, as not
100% of trees were sampled over the whole plot. Trees seem to be rather evenly distributed
according to their DBH (taking plot design into account). There is a patch of small DBH trees
in the first quarter of the plot.

Figure 3.5: Distribution of trees on CAM01. Spatial distribution on the examined plot with dots scaled according
to DBH of each sampled tree. Plot design is included with circles of radii: 5 m, 20 m, and 30 m. These correspond
to a threshold DBH for inclusion of trees as samples: > 5 cm, > 15 cm, > 40 cm in the same order as radii above.

Data conversion to a ha from a subsample (plot data) shows the structure of the investigated
temperate rainforest. DBH distribution in 2014 shows an exponential decrease of tree
numbers with increasing DBH. There are many small trees on a ha whereas the distribution
of larger trees is very regular with some additional trees in the middle of the DBH distribution
(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: DBH distribution on a ha in 2014. Data was converted to a ha from a subsample (plot data).
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DBH is compared to canopy classes (Figure 3.7). Most trees are found in the suppressed
canopy class, followed by the dominant class. Trees classified as dominant and co-dominant
have the widest range of DBH, whereas the range of DBH for dominant and co-dominant
trees is similar. In comparison, trees classified as intermediate have a smaller range of DBH.
Dead (dead standing and dead down) trees are found in the lower range of DBH of the
dominant and co-dominant trees.

Figure 3.7: DBH distribution on a ha with classification according to canopy classes: suppressed (supp),
intermediate (intermed), co-dominant (codom), dominant (dom) and dead trees (dead).

3.1.5

Basal area increments/basal area

BAI increases over time on a ha for the whole series until 1950, when it decreases on a level
that lasts until the end of the series (Figure 3.8a.). The variance of the series is high and
autocorrelation is present, as each new ring is added to a previous one. BAI is split into the
different canopy classes (Figure 3.8b. – e.). Suppressed trees have very low BAI values, as
their rings are small. Their mean BAI value increases until shortly before 1950, when it
declines again after the recruitment of a large number of new trees. BAI values decrease
abruptly and start to slowly increase over time again (Figure 3.8b.). Trees classified as
intermediate show rather high variance at the start of the series, due to a small sample
depth. After more trees are added to the series, BAI values increase gradually with
increasing variance (Figure 3.8c.). Co-dominant trees show a gradual increase in the values
of BAI, while the variance increases with increasing trend (Figure 3.8d.). Dominant trees
show increasing BAI values till the 1900s. In the 20th century, BAI is relatively stable showing
stable but relatively high variance (Figure 3.8e.). BAI series present the variance within the
plot, as new series are added as time progresses (Figure 3.9). Furthermore, the different
canopy classes display how different BAI series appear within a canopy class (Figure 3.9b. –
e.) Total basal area increases over time, whereas it increases with a higher rate after 1910
(Figure 3.10). Basal area in 2013 reaches 27.9 m2 ha-1. However, basal area might be even
larger, as the majority of cores did not hit the pith.
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Individual trees present different patterns in their BAI series. There are mainly three general
patterns: 1) a constant increase over time in BAI (CAM0114 in Appendix VII), 2) an increase
and then again a decrease (CAM0115 in Appendix VII), and 3) some abrupt decreases or
increases (CAM0106 in Appendix VII).

Figure 3.8: Mean BAI of trees per ha over time and also divided in different canopy classes. Colours are chosen
according to other plots containing canopy classes. a. plots mean BAI of all trees, b. plots mean BAI of
suppressed trees, c. plots mean BAI of intermediate trees, d. plots mean BAI of co-dominant trees, and e. plots
mean BAI of dominant trees.
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Figure 3.9: BAI of trees over time and also divided in different canopy classes. Colours are chosen according to
other plots containing canopy classes. Each plot displays series of individual trees and mean of these trees. a.
plots BAI of all trees, b. plots BAI of suppressed trees, c. plots BAI of intermediate trees, d. plots BAI of codominant trees, and e. plots BAI of dominant trees.
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Figure 3.10: Basal area through time. Basal area in 2013 on a ha is 27.9 m2.

3.2 Pith estimates
3.2.1

Overview

Pith estimates could be taken for less than half of the cores. Most cores ended abruptly and
therefore no estimation was possible. 30 of 77 cores allowed for pith estimates as they
showed the full innermost arc. These 30 cores were from 22 trees. The maximum estimates
of missing rings is 44 years and the minimum estimate is three years with an overall mean of
18 years estimated. Only one core hit the pith (core 2). One tree showed the same inner
year, after pith estimation in one of its two cores (tree 26). Only about seven trees showed
pith estimates of around 10 years. Pith estimation of both cores of one tree was possible in
seven trees. The resulting inner years differed on average by 10 years. While the 10 trees in
which only one core could be used for pith estimations showed a mean difference in resulting
inner years of 34 years. In general, trees of about 150 to 200 years old allowed for pith
estimations. About two thirds of trees with pith estimates were suppressed or in the
intermediate canopy class. As cores had very small ring widths it is difficult to estimate the
number of missing rings that is still reliable. However, it is assumed that pith estimates above
10 to 15 years are not very reliable (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Overview on pith estimates
# of cores in total

77

# of trees in total

49

# of cores with pith estimate

30

# of trees with pith estimate

22

suppressed trees

7

intermediate trees

8

co-dominant trees

1

dominant trees

4

dead trees

2

Mean missing rings ± SD

22 ±14

Maximum missing rings estimate

48

Minimum missing rings estimate

3

Minimum missing rings

0

# of trees with both cores having an estimate

7

Mean differences in Inner year*

10

# of trees with one core having an estimate
Mean differences in Inner year*

10
34

Maximum differences in inner years in trees

65

Minimum differences in inner years in trees

0

# of trees with same inner year

2

* no SD given, as very small sample size

3.2.2

Recruitment/sample depth

Trees recruited continuously over time, whereas sample depth decreases at the end of the
series. In the 1750s/60s an abrupt increase in sample depth occurred. Then a smooth
increase follows until the beginning of the 20th century. At this point, the curve flattens and
during the last 100 years no trees recruit. A decrease occurs at the end of the 20th century as
some trees were dead when sampled, and one core missed the beginning. Neither data
without pith estimates nor data with pith estimates show clear decades of mass recruitment
(Figure 3.11a.). However, ha data shows a large recruitment in the 1950s, as small trees
developed in this decade. This large recruitment is set back to the 1900s with pith estimates
(Figure 3.11b.). The majority of trees with large DBHs recruited around 1800 (pith estimates
included) (see Appendix VIII).
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Figure 3.11: Number of samples on the plot in a., and number of trees on a ha in b. Both figures illustrate
sample depth with and without pith estimates.

3.3 Climate-growth relationships
In the following, temperature and precipitation relation to tree growth is presented with a
response function analysis. Tree growth response can be positively/negatively correlated
with a climatic variable, which means that growth is increasing/decreasing when the climatic
variable is increasing. Response function analysis is looked at for CAM01, trees of different
canopy classes, and CAM01 is compared to the lower elevated plot QPS.
The analysis covers the time window from 1902 to 2009 (Figure 3.12). June and May of the
current year temperature have a significant positive effect on tree growth (May – coefficient:
0.219; confidence interval: 0.019 to 0.407; June – coefficient: 0.262; confidence interval:
0.090 to 0.429). May of the previous year also tends to have a positive effect on tree growth,
but it is not significant. January and July of the current year denote a rather positive relation
of temperature and tree growth. The other months seem to have mostly a rather negative
response in tree growth (Figure 3.12a.). Precipitation in May of the current year has a
significant negative effect on tree growth (coefficient: -0.227; confidence interval: -0.393 to 0.061), whereas May of the previous year exhibits a nearly significant negative effect
(coefficient: -0.161; confidence interval: -0.338 to 0.010). In general, a positive relation exists
between precipitation and tree growth, except for May of the current year and May, June and
August of the previous year (Figure 3.12b.). Temperature tends to negatively and
precipitation positively influence tree growth (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Growth response in CAM01 on temperature in a. and precipitation in b. Time covered by the
response function analysis: 1902 - 2009. Dashed bars mark non-significant coefficients (P > 0.05) and bold bars
mark significant coefficients (P < 0.05). Lines cover vertically the 95% confidence intervals. Small letters show
months of the previous year and capital letters show months of the current year. Shown are response coefficients.

Response function analysis of different canopy classes (namely: suppressed, intermediate,
co-dominant, and dominant) resulted in no special findings. The response functions of
suppressed, co-dominant and dominant trees are listed in the Appendix IX. Trees classified
as co-dominant and dominant exhibited mainly the same significant months as the whole
plot. While co-dominant trees also displayed significant previous-year May precipitation. This
value is nearly significant on the whole plot. Similarly to this is the response of suppressed
trees in current-year January. They show a significant positive response on temperature in
January. Non-significant months presented the same tendency as can be observed on the
plot in all canopy classes.
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The comparison to the lower-elevated plot QPS illustrated a very similar response to
temperature, as current year June and May are positively significant. However, the negative
response on temperature in January does not compare well with CAM01. The response
function of QPS can be found in Appendix IX. Significant precipitation response is nearly the
same for both plots: May of the current and previous year is significantly negative. However,
QPS shows also a strong positive relation in August of the current year and January of the
previous year, whereas CAM01 only exhibits a positive tendency in August.

3.4 Disturbance analysis
3.4.1

Disturbance history

Results of the three different release detection methods are summarized in this subchapter.
An overview on detected release events is given and decadal release events per method are
collected. The amount of detected release events differs considerably between methods.
RGA detected a total of 163 events, whereas the BLm detected 81 events, and the TSa
detected 42 events. RGA detected releases in 60 cores and 39 trees, the BLm in 51 cores
and 34 trees, and the TSa in 30 cores and 25 trees. RGA and the BLm distinguish minor
from major events. RGA detected 118 minor and 45 major events, whereas the BLm
detected 78 minor and 3 major events. 26 releases in trees are supported by releases found
by RGA in two cores corresponding to the same tree within 10 years. For the BLm this is 11
and for the TSa 4. This leaves 111 releases showing in single cores for RGA, 59 for the
BLm, and 34 for the TSa (Table 3.3).
Table 3.3: Overview on release events detected by the different methods: RGA, BLm and TSa.
RGA

BLm

TSa

Trees with releases / total
amount of trees

39/46

34/46

25/46

Cores with releases/ total
amount of cores

60/77

51/77

30/77

Detected releases

163

81

42

Minor releases (all cores)

118

78

-

Major releases (all cores)

45

3

-

releases showing in both
cores

52 (26 release events)

22 (11 release events)

8 (4 release events)

releases showing in one
core

111

59

34

Disturbance history presents decadal releases of the different methods as percent of the
trees present in the corresponding decade (Figure 3.13). According to RGA 16.12% of trees
are disturbed every decade, whereas according to the BLm 6.36% and according to the TSa
3.06% are disturbed. RGA found in only 5 decades no release events. Maximum release
percentage detected shows in the 1750s, but as sample depth is very low with only 10 trees,
this release is not considered reliable as showing in 40% of trees. Therefore the maximum is
in the 1810s and 1880s with 36.8% of trees releasing. This is followed by 33.3% in the 1730s
and 1820s. Last mentioned are the 1970s, where 32.6% of trees release. The first releases
are detected in the 1730s (Figure 3.13, RGA). A bit more than a third of decades have no
releases detected by the BLm. Maximum release detected is 26.8% in the 1890s. Next is
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21.1% in the 1880s, then the 1970s with 19.6%, and the 1820s with 19.0%. The first releases
are detected in the 1750s (Figure 3.13, BLm). The TSa shows no releases in about half of
the decades. Maximum release is 12.2% in the 1890s. Followed by the 1920s with 11.1%,
the 1850s with 10.3%, the 1870s with 8.8%, and the 1970s with 8.7%. First releases are
detected in the 1790s (Figure 3.13, TSa).

Figure 3.13: Overview on releases per decade per method. The first figure shows releases by RGA, the second
releases by the BLm, and the third shows detected releases by the TSa. The first and last decade are empty due
to the methods used.

The two decades before 1900, namely the 1880s and 1890s, are important releasing
decades. They represent maximum releasing rates in all methods. The BLm has its two
highest releasing values in these two decades. This is followed by the 1970s, which also
exhibit high releases in all methods. The TSa shows a high value for the 1920s. However,
RGA and the BLm do not support this release with very strong values on their side. RGA and
the BLm have high releases during the 1810s and 1820s. More important, RGA detected the
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highest amount of major releases in this decade. The TSa presents also releases in the
1820s, but these are considerably lower in relation to their highest values and the values of
the other two methods. Major releases do not seem to express special release decades
except for the above-mentioned 1820s by RGA (Figure 3.13).
3.4.2

Single tree releases

Some tree-ring width series show patterns of growth that, to some extent, can be attributed
to release events. A selection of five tree ring width series is presented in this subchapter
(Figures 3.14 and 3.15). Further information about release events, their year of detection, the
method, DBH in that year and canopy positions in the sampling year 2014 are found in
Appendix X.
Trees 14 and 15 display clearly significant releases. In tree 14, the releases in the 1820s and
late 1870s were detected by all three methods in one core. Release events seem to have a
lasting influence on tree growth. Tree 14 managed to acquire a dominant position in the
canopy (Figure 3.14). The release around 1890 in tree 15 is detected in both cores with all
methods, and does not present a lasting effect (decrease in growth after about 20 years).
Even though in 2013 the tree is dominant in the canopy. Tree 15 might have reached
dominance already in the 1890s, with a DBH of about 31 cm, whereas growth declines
afterwards with a persistent trend (Figure 3.14). Tree 42 is an example of early release.
However, the tree 42 was not able to grow fast enough and is considered suppressed in
2014. This is also visible in the growth pattern, as growth increases after the release but
decreases again after about 20 years with a lasting decreasing trend (Figure 3.15). On the
other hand there is tree 22; growth increased two times after detected release events. These
growth changes are persistent and well visible in the series. After the second release in the
1920s, with a DBH of roughly 19cm, it was able to grow into a dominant canopy position
(Figure 3.15). Similar to tree 22 is tree 31, which exhibits a continuous canopy accession into
a co-dominant canopy position (Figure 3.15). Many ring width series show a combination of
different patterns described above. However, there are also some trees without any detected
releases, or trees where one of two cores did not show any releases.
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Figure 3.14: Ring width series of cores A and B of trees 14, 15, and 22. Arrows in the corresponding core colour
point out release events in each core. Dots above the arrows show which method detected the release event.
Purple corresponds to RGA, blue corresponds to the BLm, and green corresponds to the TSa.
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Figure 3.15: Ring width series of cores A and B of trees 31 and 42. Arrows in the corresponding core colour
point out release events in each core. Dots above the arrows show which method detected the release event.
Purple corresponds to RGA, blue corresponds to the BLm, and green corresponds to the TSa.

3.4.3

Disturbance dynamics on the plot

The spatial distribution of trees and their release events for the four highly disturbed decades
1970s, 1920s, 1890s, and 1820s are given below (Figure 3.16). These four decades
presented high release rates in all three methods. Releases in the 1820s do not show in one
patch, but rather are distributed over the whole plot. Sample size is low in this decade. Not all
trees are displayed that might have been standing in the forest back then (Figure 3.16, 1820
- 1829). However, in the 1890s there seem to be two main patches of releases: One patch in
the third quarter and one in the fourth quarter of the plot (Figure 3.16, 1890 - 1899). In the
1920s there seems to be no spatially explicit disturbance causing releases in trees, as these
are spread over the whole plot (Figure 3.16, 1920 - 1929). In the 1970s there is a patch of
releases in and on the border of the third and fourth quarter of the plot, whereas there are
also some releases over the rest of the plot, except in the right part of the third quarter
(Figure 3.16, 1970 - 1979). The spatial distribution of release events varies among the
different decades of high release percentages and is in half of these decades not showing a
pattern.
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Figure 3.16: Four plots showing the spatial distribution of trees in the corresponding decade. These four
decades are highly disturbed. Trees showing release events are highlighted in red. Decades are the 1820s,
1890s, 1920s, and 1970s.
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4 Discussion
This ecological study of an old-growth Oriental beech (Fagus orientalis Lipsky) forest patch in
Camili reserve aims to describe the structure, disturbance history and climate response of
this patch. My results showed evidence that this forest is old-growth, and succession is
driven by gap dynamics, whereas climate is important for the begin of the vegetation period.

4.1 General overview
Comparison of the minimum age distribution to the age distributions found by Lorimer (1980)
in Appalachian virgin forests, and by D’Amato and Orwig (2008) found in old-growth forests
in western Massachusetts, showed that this forest is uneven-aged. Atici and Colak (2008)
investigated natural Oriental beech forests on various plots in Turkey, and also found these
to be uneven-aged. This strengthens the assumption that the investigated forest is unevenaged, even though the exact age distribution is unknown. The knowledge of the exact age
distribution is important to increase the significance of the comparison to other studies
results. On the other hand, it would allow seeing if the minimum age distribution without pith
estimates represents the age distribution of the forest, which might suggest that piths were
missed similarly in all cores.
DBH values are similarly distributed over a ha as is the case with minimum age, but there are
some more trees in the middle range of the distribution. This coincides well with DBH
distributions found by D’Amato et al. (2008) in old-growth hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)
forests in western Massachusetts, and compares also to DBH distributions in virgin American
beech (Fagus grandifolia) and hemlock forests investigated by Lorimer (1980) in the
Appalachian Mountains. Best evidence that DBH distribution resembles other old-growth
forests is the comparison to the study of natural Oriental beech stands in northern Iran by
Sagheb-Thalebi and Schütz (2002). Their described DBH distribution on a ha clearly
resembles the DBH distribution of the investigated plot.
The analysis of canopy classes allows drawing some conclusions on the vertical structure of
the forest. The majority of trees are suppressed, followed by intermediate classified trees
suggesting that the forest has different layers. These trees do most likely not cover the forest
floor, because suppressed and intermediate classified trees have smaller DBH, and also
smaller crowns than a dominant tree with a large DBH and vital crown. Furthermore, the
forests of the Colchic region have several broad-leafed shrubs that form a dense understory
in the different forest types (DellaSala, 2011). Further conclusions on the vertical structure
would be possible with records of tree heights in combination with the already available data
of DBH, canopy classes, and spatial distribution.
Spatial distributions of trees on the plot showed one cluster of trees with rather small DBH.
These might indicate a gap that formed in the past, whereas the large release event detected
in the 1820s might have led to their recruitment. Trees with larger DBH do not cluster as
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much as trees with smaller DBH, as thinning already took place. It is not possible to draw
further conclusions on the horizontal structure of the forest, as not all trees on the plot were
sampled. If all trees would be sampled on a specific area, it would be possible to analyse
spatial distributions and relations according to the methods used by Akhavan et al. (2012).
They studied the spatial distribution of trees in old-growth Oriental beech forests of northern
Iran in three different succession stages (initial, optimal, decay). Therefore, a comparison
would enhance the understanding of different Oriental beech forests.
Mean BAI increased over time until the 1940s where mean BAI decreases to a relatively
stable value. This decrease can be attributed to the introduction of a large number of
suppressed trees with very low BAI values. These suppressed trees reduce the mean of the
whole series. In addition, dominant trees show a flattening of an increasing trend in BAI, as
expected when trees reach dominant canopy position. While the intermediate and codominant classified trees show increasing BAI until the end of the series, because they are
still not established in a dominant position. However, these conclusions are limited as the
BAI series only represent the trees that were sampled in 2014. Therefore, any trees that died
during the last ~300 years were not included in the BAI series.
Basal area increases over time in the investigated forest and reaches 27.9 m2 ha-1 in 2014.
This value lies in the range of basal area found in other Oriental beech forests in northern
Turkey by Atici and Colak (2008). They analysed 85 plots in natural Oriental beech forests
and found basal areas ranging from 17.4 to 91.6 m2 ha-1 with a mean of 42.9 m2 ha-1.
Therefore, the investigated forest does not differ in this aspect from other Oriental beech
forests at the southern coastline of the Black sea. Basal area only increases in a stand when
mortality is smaller than growth (Bugmann, 2012). As basal area increases faster after the
1910s, more trees are recruiting in the forest than are dying. However, this is only an
assumption, as the time series of basal area is only a picture of basal area of the trees
sampled in 2014.
The uneven-aged structure, DBH distribution and high minimum ages suggest that this forest
could be old-growth. These findings support the criteria of Pederson (2010), which were
applied in the field to classify the investigated forest as old-growth. The occurrence of a large
amount of small trees and a sample depth that increases steadily over time allow assuming
cautiously that seedlings recruit continuously over time. Therefore, this forest seems to
always have small trees in the understory that might grow into higher canopy classes when
enough light is available. The cluster of some trees with rather small DBH on the plot, and
the observation that trees need several releases to grow into a dominant canopy position
might, in addition to the large amount of small trees possibly standing in this forest, show that
the forest succession is driven by gap dynamics. It would be interesting to analyse seedlings
within these forests. Do they really recruit evenly on the whole plot or rather recruit in clusters
that might represent canopy gaps? Furthermore, research on dead wood would help to
understand the gap dynamics in more detail. Sampled dead trees were found in the codominant and dominant canopy class, which allows assuming that they created some sort of
gap when they fell. However, as these are only some individuals, generalisation is not
possible. Studying canopy gaps in more detail, be it by studying dead wood, or analysing
gaps visually, will nicely add to the studies of gaps in Oriental beech forests of northern Iran
(for example Sefidi et al., 2011 and Karami et al., 2012).
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4.2 Recruitment
Recruitment data suggest that trees develop all the time on this site, independent of data
with or without pith estimates. Oriental beech is a shade tolerant species; therefore, it is
possible that seedlings can establish all the time. It also underlines the assumption that gap
dynamics drive this forest, as these also lead to continuous recruitment in a forest. However,
caution is requested for this assumption. Pith estimation was possible in half of the tree
cores. The resulting number of missing rings is hardly reliable, with mean missing rings
exceeding the number of missing rings that are considered reliable. Furthermore, no
correction for the sampling height was applied. It is not clear how long Oriental beech needs
to reach 1.30 m height in these forests. As many seedlings seem to establish below canopy,
this could take up to several decades. Therefore, many trees were already permanently
established in the forest canopy when their series added to the chronology. It is not possible
to definitely say how trees recruit in this forest. However, it is still possible to draw at least
some conclusions.
The abrupt increase in the number of trees towards the end of the chronology might have
different explanations (1900/1950 – with pith estimate/without pith estimate). This large
recruitment was probably due to a large disturbance in 1900/1950. Disturbance data does
show relatively large release rates at the end of the 19th century. If pith estimates were
correct for these recruitments, this would confirm not only the recruitment itself, but also the
detection of releasing trees at the end of the 19th century.
To better understand the forest dynamics, it is important that future sampling be more
precise and the pith be hit more often. This would not only help to understand how trees
recruit over time in this forest, but also enable further analysis of where they recruit. Growth
patterns of early stages could be analysed, and show if these trees recruit in gaps, open
spaces, or below the canopy. Furthermore, exact ages could help to verify methods that
detect releases in trees.
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4.3 Climate-growth relationships
Precipitation data show clearly that this site is moist, as the mean precipitation is 123 mm per
month. Precipitation is lowest in April and May, whereas temperature starts to increase after
winter in these months. Tree growth responds to the rise in temperature in these months
significantly as the vegetation period starts. The high temperature in April and May coincides
with lower precipitation. If the sky is free of clouds, the forest heats up faster during the day
(Bugmann, 2012). As temperature from December to March is below zero, but precipitation is
high, the water is stored as snow. Oriental beech as a broad-leafed species has low snow
interception. The snow that is stored on the forest floor starts to melt as temperatures rise
during April and May. The melting of the snow ensures that less precipitation is required in
April and May to ensure enough water for tree growth. However, the snow cover might
prevent the forest floor from unfreezing earlier. This could explain the stronger growth
response in May than in April. There seems to be a slight frost hazard in April when
temperatures are still not always above zero and the forest cools down relatively fast during
the night (low cloud cover during April) (Bugmann, 2012). Releasing trees could be harmed
by frost, which would influence their ability to grow into a canopy position. Frost might limit
releases occurring in early spring, and consequently slow down forest development. As the
climate data is interpolated, it is difficult to estimate the real influence of frost hazard within
the forest.
Köse and Güner (2012) studied Oriental beech forests in Artvin, nearby the plot of this study.
They also found that May temperature is significantly positively related to tree growth.
Furthermore, they showed that it is significant for the formation of earlywood. We also found
that June temperature of the current year is positively correlated with tree growth.
Temperature in June is still not too high for photosynthesis, but rather in an optimum with
increased precipitation compared to May precipitation. Therefore, enough water is available,
although the snow has melted already. The comparison of this plot to a lower elevated plot
showed that temperatures during summer can become too high, and lead to a negative
response to temperature. This could explain why August temperature has a rather negative
effect on tree growth in spite of sufficient water availability.
High precipitation, in combination with high temperatures, represents a limit for tree growth
facilitating fungal activity. As Oriental beech forms dense stands, the temperature during the
night remains relatively high as the crown cover retains the heat. Therefore, the wet and
warm forest floor is an optimal place for fungi. This might influence forest development, as
seedlings are threatened. Nonetheless, further analysis of seedling recruitment is needed, to
investigate the influence of fungi on the forest structure.
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4.4 Disturbance analysis
Disturbance analysis was conducted with three different methods: RGA according to
Nowacki and Abrams (1997), the BLm according to Black and Abrams (2004), and the TSa
by Druckenbrod et al. (2013). Disturbance history is discussed, before comparing the three
methods to each other. Second, special ring width series with their release events are
examined to analyse how trees grow into the canopy. These examples help to understand
the ecology of the forest. In the following, each method is briefly explained and disturbance
histories are discussed separately. Finally, RGA, the BLm and the Tsa will be compared to
each other. This comparison includes the methodology, reactions on special events, and
disturbance histories.
4.4.1

Disturbance history

The three methods showed similar disturbance histories. Peaks of releasing trees appeared
in the same or neighbouring decades. Disturbance histories of the three methods are taken
together to narrow the focus. Disturbances seem to be roughly evenly distributed over the
investigated time span. This suggests that the forest might not experience severe large-scale
disturbances, but is rather exposed to high frequent small-scale disturbances. Low releaserates that are occurring in many decades could be explained by gap-dynamics, and compare
well to similar rates in other studies of old-growth forests (for example: D’Amato and Orwig,
2008; Lorimer, 1980; and Lorimer and Frelich, 1989). I compare the disturbance history to
other studies in more detail in section 4.4.2.
Four decades that displayed high release rates were analysed further and compared to the
mean of the chronology, mean BAI, sample depth, and a spatial analysis of releases in trees
on the plot within these four decades was conducted. The decades with high releasing rates
are the 1820s, 1890s, 1920s, and 1970s. The mean of the chronology showed increasing
mean ring widths from 1810 to 1830. Mean BAI also increases during this time. This
corresponds well to the high rates of releases detected in the 1820s, leading to the increased
growth. On the other hand, sample depth does not show increased recruitment during these
decades. Mean radial growth and BAI also increased between 1870 and 1940 covering the
high rates of releasing trees in the 1890s and 1920s. The increase presented not as strong
as in the 1810 to 1830s. Nonetheless, there is the high rate of releasing trees in the 1970s,
whereas the chronology mean does not exhibit increasing ring widths. Although there is no
increasing trend, unusually small values in the beginning of the 1970s appear in ring widths
and in BAI. This correlates nicely with the detection of release events. These four decades
with high releasing rates in trees demonstrate that these detected releases have an influence
on the chronology and are therefore significant.
Spatial analysis of the releases in the four decades does not reveal clear patterns in all
decades. The clearest patterns can be observed in the 1890s and 1970s. Patches of
releasing trees suggest spatially explicit disturbances near these trees. These disturbances
led to a release in all the surrounding trees. On the other hand, there are the 1820s and
1920s where trees seem to release spatially randomly. No patches of releases were
observable. The 1820s are difficult to interpret, as the plot does not represent the forestcomposition in full extent. Many trees that were sampled were not established in that time.
Over all, the spatial analysis indicates that at least some release events might be caused by
gap dynamics. This assumption can be made based on the 1890s and 1970s, the two
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decades with clear patches of releasing trees. It would be interesting to conduct a more
detailed spatial analysis of disturbances, over all decades, to check if the majority of decades
present patterns of gap-dynamics. Furthermore, the knowledge of exact ages of trees would
allow studying their spatial recruitment patterns and might provide evidence for tree
recruitment in gaps.
To further understand how trees grow into the canopy in this forest, examples of tree ring
series are considered. The majority of ring width series are a combination of different
patterns that can be attributed to disturbances. Some releases are clearly visible in ring width
series others are not. Some events have a lasting effect on tree growth, and others are not
persistent. Tree growth sometimes exhibits abrupt increases in growth and other times
growth increases over the whole time span. These patterns are certainly influenced by
factors such as the time span in which the canopy gap might close again due to crown
expansion of bordering trees, or by the health of the releasing tree. The fast closure of the
canopy could explain why some trees exhibit several release events before they are
established in the canopy. Sefidi et al. (2011) studied Oriental beech forests in northern Iran
and concluded that Oriental beech is a very good gap filler. As the species is shade tolerant,
it remains healthy even under low light conditions and can therefore release when these
conditions change. They also stated that the gaps forming in Oriental beech forests differ in
their spatial extent depending highly on the forest. There is no example in the chronology
where a tree accessed the canopy without showing any release events. Rather the opposite
is observable, as mostly more than one release event is needed to let a tree growing into a
co-dominant or dominant canopy position. A few examples of trees already accessed canopy
and still show release events. This might be explained by the above mentioned crown
expansion, leading to increased growth rates as the tree has access to more light.
The combination of the disturbance history, spatial analysis, and growth ecology provides
clear evidence for gap dynamics. Disturbance history demonstrated that this forest is most
likely often disturbed by small-scale disturbances, whereas the spatial analysis to some
extent confirmed that these disturbances lead sometimes to patches of releasing trees.
Growth analysis of trees suggests that trees in this forest need more than one release event
to be able to grow persistently into the canopy. These findings underline the assumption that
this forest is driven by gap-dynamics, as well as the shade-tolerance of Oriental beech.
These trees need an opening of the canopy to grow into a co-dominant/dominant canopy
position.
4.4.2

Disturbance detecting methods

The comparison of RGA, the BLm and the TSa is distinguished into four parts. First, each
method is briefly presented and its disturbance history discussed. Second, methodological
aspects are compared. Third, the reaction on special ring widths and growth patterns is
analysed, and fourth the differences in disturbance histories outlined and compared to other
studies findings
RGA is based on the observation that after a release event, growth is significantly higher for
a certain amount of years. %GC is calculated for each year by comparing the mean growth
of 10 years previous and subsequent of this year (Nowacki and Abrams, 1997). A %GC
value between 50 - 100% is defined as minor release and a %GC value above 100% as
major release (Lorimer and Frelich, 1989). RGA detects rather high disturbance rates on the
investigated plot. Highest rates are showing more than a third of trees releasing in a decade,
whereas on average a sixths of trees release. Furthermore, there are nearly no decades
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without any releasing trees. This disturbance history would rather suggest a highly disturbed
forest than a forest driven by gap dynamics.
The BLm is based on RGA, whereas it takes %GC values to estimate a boundary line that
gives the threshold values to detect release events. Values found within 50 - 100% of the
boundary line are major releases, while values between 20 - 49.9% are minor release
events. Each year’s %GC is included in the analysis, taking each release event into account
to detect release events in all cores of the chronology (Black and Abrams, 2004). On
average 6.36% of trees are releasing per decade. 26.8% of trees releasing is the maximum
value detected. A fourth of trees releasing in a decade is rather high. However, the average
compares nicely to other studies findings in old-growth forests of shade-tolerant species (e.g.
releasing rates per decade: D’Amato and Orwig (2008): 5.0 ± 0.2%; Lorimer (1980): 6.9%;
Lorimer and Frelich (1989): 5.7 - 6.9%). The chronology displays small ring widths and small
growth; hence, releases do not present very large growth changes. This might lead to the
small amount of major release events detected by the BLm.
The TSa is based on the fact that residuals reveal how well a model fits. Sequences of
residuals that are statistically unusual from the residual model (AR model) indicate a release
event affecting tree growth. Each core is first age-detrended and then analysed separately.
The window size of these sequences is varied as releases might show in growth for different
amounts of time (Druckenbrod et al., 2013). On average, 3.06% of trees release per decade.
The largest release event was 14.6% of trees releasing. The disturbance history of the TSa
appears to describe a forest that is very frequently disturbed by small-scale disturbances
leading to releases in a few trees.
Methodological differences
RGA and the BLm are applied on the raw ring width series of cores in the chronology,
whereas the TSa first detrends each series before detecting release events. RGA and the
TSa are applied on each core separately. The BLm on the other side includes the release
events of all cores to fit a boundary line for detecting release events. Thus, the BLm is the
only method that includes species and forest characteristics into the detection of releases by
incorporating the data of the whole plot to detect disturbances. To be able to fit a reliable
boundary line, the sample size of ring width measurements should be large, whereas RGA
and the TSa can detect release events in single cores. Such a core must be at least 21 years
long for RGA to detect a release event. Like RGA, the BLm uses percentage values to detect
minor and major events. These percentage values stem from different data and therefore
cannot be compared. The TSa on the other hand looks at significantly unusual sequences of
ring widths showing in the residual chronology of each core. Lengths of releases are
differently included in each method. RGA and the BLm are based on the same calculation,
namely the calculation of %GC (the difference from prior to subsequent mean growth). The
mean of growth is calculated over the amount of years, assumed a release event will
increase the tree growth (dependent on the forest and tree species). The TSa detects
release events with a changing window size. This allows detecting the starting year and
duration of a release event. This approach is less static then the fixed window sizes in RGA
and the BLm, as it allows differentiating releases according to their duration rather than
according to their impact (i.e. none, minor, major) within a specific amount of years.
The application of RGA is fast and simple allowing the analysis of single cores. However, it is
static and only few parameters can be configured: The length of the duration of a release
event and the threshold of %GC showing a release event. The BLm is also fast and simple,
and open source. The method is more complex and more parameters can be configured to fit
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the best boundary line. Furthermore, the BLm includes the growth rates of the whole
investigated plot to assess release rates. However, it needs a large sample size to be
calculated. The TSa is the most complex method of these three. Many parameters can be
configured (detrending, window size, etc.), but as the method is built for detection of releases
in temperate rainforests with shade-tolerant species, these parameters were not further
investigated for this Master thesis. The methodology of the TSa allows detecting more than
only release events. The influence of releases on tree growth can be calculated to analyse
the contribution of a release to a ring width series. It is important to first gain knowledge
about the investigated forest, before parameters are adjusted. Most of these parameters
apply on ecological factors influencing ring width series; therefore incorrectly set parameters
might lead to false conclusions on disturbance histories.
Reactions on ring width chronologies
To further assess the differences of the three methods, their reactions to edge cases2
appearing in the chronologies are analysed. This analysis is done as a thought experiment.
How would the different methods react on:

2

1)

A chronology that is totally random, meaning with high variance but no trends:
The BLm would probably fit a very flat boundary line and might falsely detect release
events, but RGA and the TSa are expected to detect no release events.

2)

A chronology that consists of no release events at all:
Same reaction could be expected as described in 1.

3)

One core that consists of no release events at all:
None of the methods would detect any releases in this core, while releases occurring in
other cores would be detected.

4)

One core with only one single year that is unusually large:
This might influence detection by RGA. However, the ring width in this year must be
very large to influence %GC, and the release would only appear in this single core.
Assuming the ring width of this year is large enough to influence %GC, the BLm could
be influenced as well as the detection of other release, as every large %GC value
influences the detection. The TSa would not be influenced by a single unusual year, as
sequences of years are analysed.

5)

Several cores with the same single year that is unusually large:
Influence on detection by RGA and the TSa is the same as mentioned in 4). Whereas
the BLm might be stronger influenced, as many years show high %GC values. This
might influence the fitting of the boundary line, and therefore the release detection in
the whole chronology.

6)

A large persistent release showing in several cores:
RGA and the TSa would detect these releases in the different cores. Therefore, only
this decade would be influenced by this release event. Such a large release event
occurring in many cores does shift the boundary line of the BLm considerably and
changes the detection of release events in the whole chronology.

an edge case is a value/series of values/problem/situation that occurs only in extreme cases.
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In conclusion, only extreme changes in ring width series would alter the detection of
releases; therefore, all methods are robust, whereas BLm is most vulnerable to extreme
changes.
Disturbance history
The three methods showed considerably different release rates, while their disturbance
histories compared well to each other. RGA detected quite high rates with a mean of 16.12%
of trees releasing per decade and a maximum of 36.8%. This is followed by the mean of
6.36% and maximum of 26.8% detected by the BLm. The TSa detected that 3.06% of trees
release on average per decade, while the maximum release rate was 14.6%. However,
maxima of the different methods showed in the same and/or neighbouring decades. Values
of releases in all three methods follow relatively similar paths in the last two hundred years.
However, before 1800, RGA detected far more events than the BLm and the TSa. RGA
detected many releases over the whole time span. This leads to higher rates in the 18th
century, as sample depth is rather low back then.
Comparing the disturbance history to other studies is difficult. Many other studies built their
disturbance histories on other data, or studied an entirely different species. However, studies
on old-growth forests reported similar mean disturbance rates per decade. D’Amato and
Orwig (2008) found canopy disturbance rates of 5.0 ± 0.2%. They studied old-growth forests
in western Massachusetts, which are dominated by western hemlock (Tsuga canadensis).
Lorimer and Frelich (1989) found that 5.7 - 6.9% of trees are disturbed per decade in forests
with dense canopies in humid climate. Lorimer (1980) studied ancient forests of mainly
broad-leafed trees (including beech) that form dense canopies and found that on average
6.9% of trees release per decade. All these studies used RGA to detect release events.
These values compare nicely to the findings of the BLm and to some extent also the TSa,
while the TSa detected a rather low mean release rate. It is interesting to analyse why
exactly RGA does not compare well to the other studies. The studies sampled differently to
build their disturbance histories: D’Amato and Orwig (2008) included only trees that were
able to access canopy with the detected release. Trees were included according to their DBH
at occurrence of a release. Lorimer and Frelich (1989) sampled their plots randomly and then
corrected these samples so that each plot was representing the forest. Lorimer (1980)
sampled trees uniformly over the different DBH classes to cover the whole range of tree
sizes. In this Master thesis, all cores were added to the disturbance history, whereas
releases were included per tree. Therefore, disturbance history does not represent the forest,
but rather the plot. A simple extrapolation of the data to one hectare is not possible, as
releases in trees depend on many factors. The most prominent factor is the location of
disturbances themselves. Moreover, the current canopy position, climate and health of each
tree influence the reaction of a tree to a disturbance. A dominant tree might react on a
nearby disturbance by trying to fill in the gap with horizontal crown expansion, while a
suppressed tree will try to reach the canopy, hence, growing vertically. Competition within
gaps is high, as each tree competes for as much light as possible. Vital trees will soon
overtop unhealthy trees, be it by crown-expansion or canopy accession. If climate is
favourable for growth, trees can access canopy position faster. However, if climate does
negatively influence growth, gaps will be filled slower. It would be interesting to set up a plot
where all trees are sampled. Such a plot could improve our understanding of the factors that
influence release events and the underlying growth rates. Furthermore, it might enhance the
comparison of release rates of all three methods to other studies.
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In conclusion, as release rates per decade of the BLm and the TSa are near rates of other
studies, they seem more reliable than RGA. Furthermore, RGA detected rather high release
rates that seem not very likely for a shade-tolerant species in forests driven by gapdynamics. However, all three methods present similar disturbance histories, as peaks occur
in similar and/or neighbouring decades. Release events that clearly appear in ring width
series are mostly detected by each method. The combination of different methods allows
comparing resulting disturbance histories, and it enhances the reliability on the output when
different methods calculate similar results.
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5 Conclusion
The analysis of the plot in the temperate rainforest in the UNESCO Biosphere reserve Camili
confirmed that the chosen plot location is old-growth forest. The DBH distribution was clearly
comparable to DBH distributions of other old-growth forests. The forest succession is driven
by gap dynamics, as shown by the disturbance analysis and structure of the forest.
Especially the spatial data helped to underline these findings. Not only the spatial distribution
of DBHs but also the spatial distribution of releases during four highly releasing decades
provided evidence for gap dynamics. Hence, the ecology on this plot is as expected in this
old-growth forest: Gap dynamics. The dominant tree species, Oriental beech (Fagus
orientalis Libsky), is a shade tolerant species. Oriental beech can survive many years in the
shadow of the canopy, before a disturbance opens a gap in the canopy, allowing light to
enter the forest. Then the trees release and grow faster. However, many gaps close
relatively fast. Therefore more than one release was in most cases needed to allow a tree
growing into a persistent canopy position.
The comparison of the different disturbance detecting methods did not clearly indicate which
method might be the best. Overall, the methods presented similar peaks of releasing trees.
However, the results of RGA are quite large compared to the BLm and TSa. To further
investigate these different methods, it would be interesting to test them on another plot of the
studied forest. Setting up and analysing more plots in this forest would generally enhance the
understanding of the ecology of these old-growth temperate rainforests. Furthermore, a
slightly changed sample design would increase the insight in gap dynamics and recruitment.
If a plot would be set up as an area that is fully sampled, spatial analysis could be enhanced.
It would be recommendable to have reliable recruitment data. As many cores did not hit the
pith, it is not quite clear if trees really recruit continuously, as shown by the data. This Master
thesis is one of the first steps to ecological research of forests in the Camili reserve.
Together with further research in these forests, it will help the conservation of these valuable
ecosystems.
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I

Crossdating sheet

Crossdating sheet showing crossdating of 12 cores from 1900-2010. Signs are marked according to ring widths,
whereas specially small or large rings are marked with the following: -, --, ---, +, ++, +++. Each ring is compared to
sourrounding rings and therfore marked, or when it is similar to the other rings, not marked. Some growth patterns
are visible on the crossdating sheet, and many small rings are showing in the same years in different cores.
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II

COFECHA output

COFECHA output for the ring width series of CAM01. Flags correspond to correlations that would be higher when
shifting the segment, whereas an A-flag suggests less years for a shift than a B-flag. Gaps in 3A (1876 - 1892),
5A (1977 - 1983), and 43A (1890 -1913) show only in 3A a B-flag. Other flags are mostly due to rotting in the
cores, due to slightly larger correlations when the core is shifted in time, and/or due to tiny ring widths, that
complicated measuring.
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III Uncrossdatable cores: examples

Three examples of uncrossdatable core samples: 20B, 39B and tree number 2. They nicely show how small ring
widths can be in these cores. Furthermore, the colour of the wood increases difficulty of crossdating. (own
photographs, photos are enhanced to make rings better visible).
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IV Tree ring width series

Averaged ring width series of trees CAM0104 and CAM0107. Ring width series of two cores corresponding to one
tree are averaged. Time spans that are only covered by one core are filled with the ring width values of this core.
The vertical green line indicates the starting year where both cores have ring width values.
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V Boundary line curves

%GC vs. prior growth (mean ring width of 10 years before year t). 10 different types of models are fitted to the ten
2
largest values per segment (each segment is 0.5 mm of prior growth). The model with highest R is chosen as
bx
2
boundary line. Here this is y= c + d * x + a *e with R of 0.999 (TRADER package, R).

Boundary line and its 50% (blue) and 20% (green) boundary line, showing which ring width measurements show
a release event (TRADER package, R).
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VI Ring width statistics
Ring width statistics for each core in the chronology. Table includes for each core: the first year, last year, total
years in the ring width series, mean ring width, median ring width, and the standard deviation
Part A

Core

VI

First
year

Last
year

Total
years

Mean
ring width
[mm]

Median
ring width
[mm]

CAM0101A

1947

2013

67

0.75

CAM0103A

1710

2010

301

CAM0103B

1695

1996

302

CAM0104A

1732

2013

CAM0104B

1707

2013

CAM0105A

1762

2013

CAM0105B

1817

2013

CAM0106A

1759

CAM0106B

1759

CAM0107A
CAM0107B

Standard
deviation

0.75

0.388

0.905

0.79

0.584

0.831

0.785

0.427

282

0.676

0.62

0.421

307

0.567

0.51

0.385

252

0.8

0.67

0.52

197

0.621

0.58

0.381

1929

171

0.745

0.63

0.51

2013

255

0.615

0.45

0.485

1719

2013

295

0.634

0.53

0.464

1699

2013

315

0.544

0.45

0.392

CAM0108A

1705

2013

309

0.572

0.46

0.431

CAM0108B

1720

2013

294

0.531

0.47

0.322

CAM0109A

1757

2013

257

0.45

0.38

0.296

CAM0109B

1763

2013

251

0.685

0.6

0.477

CAM0110A

1856

2013

158

0.584

0.47

0.473

CAM0110B

1837

2013

177

0.803

0.7

0.468

CAM0111A

1817

2013

197

0.945

0.87

0.502

CAM0112A

1753

2013

261

0.733

0.67

0.471

CAM0112B

1750

2013

264

0.778

0.69

0.527

CAM0114A

1801

2013

213

1.541

1.48

0.691

CAM0114B

1789

2013

225

1.517

1.51

0.676

CAM0115A

1790

2013

224

1.029

0.87

0.622

CAM0115B

1765

2013

249

0.926

0.88

0.533

CAM0116A

1839

2013

175

1.035

0.95

0.536

CAM0116B

1855

2013

159

0.907

0.87

0.482

CAM0117A

1765

2013

249

1.097

1

0.691

CAM0117B

1734

1990

257

0.661

0.55

0.499

CAM0119A

1813

2013

201

1.273

1.01

0.885

CAM0120A

1860

2013

154

0.956

0.9

0.504

CAM0121A

1876

2013

138

1.513

1.49

0.638

CAM0121B

1840

2013

174

0.995

0.95

0.574

CAM0122A

1869

2013

145

1.796

1.63

0.975

CAM0122B

1826

2013

188

1.631

1.4

1.099

CAM0123A

1828

2013

186

1.281

1.325

0.514

CAM0123B

1831

2013

183

1.489

1.53

0.612

CAM0124A

1860

2013

154

1.037

1.005

0.519

CAM0125A

1750

2013

264

0.774

0.625

0.565

CAM0126A

1869

2013

145

0.936

0.86

0.492

CAM0126B

1846

2013

168

1.108

1.165

0.541
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CAM0128A

1837

2013

Mean
Median
Standard
ring width
ring width
deviation
[mm]
[mm]
177
1.737
1.66
0.754

CAM0130A

1805

2013

209

1.1

CAM0130B

1851

2013

163

CAM0131A

1692

2013

322

CAM0131B

1774

2013

CAM0132A

1859

2013

CAM0133A

1877

CAM0133B

1891

CAM0134A

1909

CAM0134B

1885

CAM0135A
CAM0135B

Core

First
year

Last
year

Total
years

1.08

0.501

1.411

1.42

0.573

0.994

0.965

0.593

240

1.289

1.135

0.799

155

1.429

1.41

0.751

2013

137

1.152

1.01

0.764

2013

123

1.316

1.26

0.745

1997

89

0.916

0.71

0.746

1985

101

1.038

1.02

0.559

1712

2013

302

0.701

0.6

0.478

1731

2013

283

0.889

0.79

0.588

CAM0136A

1827

2013

187

0.96

0.88

0.545

CAM0136B

1803

2013

211

1.145

1.1

0.629

CAM0137A

1892

2013

122

2.316

2.32

0.659

CAM0137B

1876

2013

138

1.923

1.91

0.636

CAM0138A

1765

2013

249

1.399

1.39

0.59

CAM0138B

1760

2013

254

1.191

1.13

0.588

CAM0139A

1867

1971

105

0.494

0.41

0.36

CAM0140A

1911

2013

103

1.47

1.5

0.645

CAM0141A

1920

2013

94

1.276

1.365

0.723

CAM0142A

1888

1997

110

0.528

0.34

0.504

CAM0142B

1888

2008

121

0.921

0.78

0.777

CAM0143A

1873

2013

141

0.739

0.71

0.349

CAM0143B

1867

1979

113

1.172

1.1

0.649

CAM0144A

1896

2013

118

1.272

1.215

0.539

CAM0144B

1896

2013

118

1.257

1.235

0.589

CAM0145A

1848

2013

166

0.638

0.545

0.452

CAM0146A

1901

2013

113

1.649

1.72

0.556

CAM0147A

1879

2013

135

1.319

1.29

0.494

CAM0147B

1891

2013

123

1.212

1.14

0.549

CAM0148A

1877

2013

137

1.251

1.28

0.574

CAM0148B

1886

2013

128

1.525

1.535

0.769

CAM0149A

1881

2013

133

1.183

1.11

0.487

CAM0149B

1899

2013

115

1.538

1.55

0.621

CAM0150A

1732

1972

241

0.816

0.8

0.446

CAM0151A

1767

2006

240

1.131

1.115

0.539
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VII Basal area increment series

BAI series of single trees. CAM0114 shows a constant increase over time in BAI. CAM0115 shows an increase
and then again a decrease. CAM0106 shows an abrupt decreases in the 1830s and an abrupt increase in the
2000s. These three series are examples of how BAI series look like in the different trees. BAI series are mostly a
mixture of the described patterns.
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VIII DBH vs. measured rings

The figure above shows DBH measurements against measurements of total rings in each tree.
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IX Additional response functions

Growth response in CAM01 of suppressed trees on climate. a. shows the response to temperature and b. to
precipitation. Time covered by the response function analysis: 1902-2009. Dashed bars mark non-significant
coefficients (P > 0.05) and bold bars mark significant coefficients (P < 0.05). Lines cover vertically the 95%
confidence intervals. Small letters show months of the previous year and capital letters show months of the
current year. Shown are response coefficients.
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Growth response in CAM01 of co-dominant trees on climate. a. shows the response to temperature and b. to
precipitation. Time covered by the response function analysis: 1902-2009. Dashed bars mark non-significant
coefficients (P > 0.05) and bold bars mark significant coefficients (P < 0.05). Lines cover vertically the 95%
confidence intervals. Small letters show months of the previous year and capital letters show months of the
current year. Shown are response coefficients.
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Growth response in CAM01 of dominant trees on climate. a. shows the response to temperature and b. to
precipitation. Time covered by the response function analysis: 1902-2009. Dashed bars mark non-significant
coefficients (P > 0.05) and bold bars mark significant coefficients (P < 0.05). Lines cover vertically the 95%
confidence intervals. Small letters show months of the previous year and capital letters show months of the
current year. Shown are response coefficients.
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Growth response in QPS on climate. a. shows the response to temperature and b. to precipitation. Time covered
by the response function analysis: 1902-2009. Dashed bars mark non-significant coefficients (P > 0.05) and bold
bars mark significant coefficients (P < 0.05). Lines cover vertically the 95% confidence intervals. Small letters
show months of the previous year and capital letters show months of the current year. Shown are response
coefficients.
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X Release events for five example trees
Table listing additional information on release events showed in five example trees. Information includes the year
of release, the method detecting this release (including RGA, BLm, and Tsa), the magnitude (%GC) of release
(RGA minor: 50-100%, RGA major: >100%; BLm minor: 20-49.9%, BLm major: 50-100%), DBH at year of
release, the age at year of release and the final canopy position reported in 2014.
Part A

15

22

XIV

RGA

BLm

Release
Tsa

minor

major

DBH at
release
[cm]

age at
release
[years]

B

1823

x

8.2

22

B

1824

x

B

1824

-

8.5

23

8.5

A

1844

x

23

13.7

43

A

1847

x

B

1863

-

14.4

46

19.4

62

B

1878

B

1878

x

24.9

77

x

24.9

B

1878

-

77

24.9

77

B

1892

x

29.9

91

B

1919

x

39.5

118

A
A
B
B
A
A
B

1817
1885
1891
1891
1892
1892
1892

x

16.3
31.2
32.0
32.0
32.1
32.1
32.1

27
95
101
101
102
102
102

B

1882

x

7.3

13

B

1882

x

7.3

13

A

1883

x

7.5

14

A

1921

x

18.3

52

B

1921

x

A

1921

A

1922

B

1922

B

1925

A

1932

x

25.4

63

A

1970

x

43.5

101

A

1970

x

43.5

101

A

1970

-

43.5

101

-

-

-

x
x
x
x
-

-

18.3

52

x

18.3

52

-

-

19.0

53

-

-

19.0

53

x

20.6

56

-

final
canopy
position

dominant

14

core

Method

dominant

nr.

year of
release

dominant

Tree
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31

42

core

Method
RGA

BLm

Release
Tsa

minor

A

1730

x

A

1745

x

A

1820

A

1820

B
B
A

1881

B

1881

A

1881

B
B

major

DBH at
release
[cm]
2.2

age at
release
[years]
36

3.0

51

14.2

126

x

14.2

126

1822

x

14.4

128

1838

x

16.6

144

24.3

187

x

24.3

187

x

24.3

187

1881

x

24.3

187

1892

x

27.1

198

B

1920

x

35.3

226

B

1970

-

-

53.0

276

B

1898

-

-

0.8

10

A

1899

x

0.9

11

B

1900

x

1.0

12

A

1900

-

-

1.0

12

B

1901

-

-

1.1

13

x

x

final
canopy
position

co-dominant

nr.

year of
release

suppressed

Tree
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